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Range of Striking Power 
10-20 extremely weak 
20-30 average power 
3 0- 4-o l oud er 
Range of 
Str;!.J.11ng 
put (poot) 
/ p/ 2 
loo/ 20 
/ t/ 3 
mosey (mozi) 
/ ml 3 
/oh/ 28 
/z/ 
2a / i/ 
br ought (br~t) 
/b l 2 
/r/ 8 
/aw/ 29 
/ ti 3 
cut (kut) 
/kl 3 ; u.; 27 
/ ti 3 
got ( got ).) 
/g/ 3 
/ ah/ 28 
/ ti 3 
Time Duration 
in Seconds 
. 02 shortest 
. 07 short 
• 12 average 
• 14 average 
.1 7 l ong 
. 22 l ongest 
Tone Value 
1 - 7 : ·t ow 
7 - 13 middle 
13-1 8 high 
Ti me Durat i on Tone Val ues 
PQw~r 1n SecQnds 
. 02 l ow 
• 17 2- l ow 
. 07 middle high 
• 12 l ow 
• 17 2- l ow 
• 14 middle high 
• 12 12- middle 
.1 2 l ow 
. 07 middle l ow 
• 17 6- l ow 
. 07 mi ddle high 
. 02 no effect 
• 12 6- l ow 
. 07 middle high 
• 12 no effect 
• 17 8- middle 
. 07 mi ddle high 
vi 
TABLE 1 
SUMMARY OF PHONETIC VALUES WITH DIACRITICAL MARKINGS 
Phonet i c Element 
. 
i in pin, sigh , my 
oi in oil , t oy 
aw i n all, saw , pause 
ah in father , embalm 
a i n cat 
oh in old , moan , sew 
a in fame , rain , pay 
ew in few, you, muse 
v 
u in sun , won 
ee in see , tea , fie l d 
If in ebb 
ow in howl , bough 
:C in is 
Relative 
Striking 
Power 
Value 
30 
30 
29 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
27 
26 
~~ 
er in her, fur , world 
~ in ooze , tune , blue 
oo in book, could , put 
~ in the 
24 
23 
20 
19 
15 
r 
1 
w 
ch in church , witch 
ng in sing 
sh in show 
y in you 
n 
8 
5 
5 
~ 
4 
4 
3 
Subscr i pt 1 
Relative Mean is prevowel, 
Time in Seconds subscript 2 
is postvowel 
0 . 22 Sec . 
. 22 
• 17 
• 17 
• 17 
• 17 
,22 
• 17 
• 12 
• 17 
• 12 
. 22 
• 12 
• 17 
• 17 
. 12 
. 07 
. 07 
. 07 
. 07 
ch1 . 07 ch2 0 .1 7 
• 14 
• 12 
. 07 
n1 . 07 n2 .1 2 
The f ollowing tables and rules are taken fro m 
Ernest M. Robson ' s The Orchestra .Qf. the Language (New York : 
Thomas Yoseloff , 1959)! 
vii 
TABLE 1--Cont i nued 
Relative 
Phonet ic Element Striking Relative Mean 
Power Time i n Seconds 
Value 
m 3 m1 • 12 j in judge , George 3 • 17 
zh i n pleasure , azure 3 zh1 . 07 
. dh in t hen 
z 
g 
k 
t 
f 
v 
d 
b 
p 
s 
h 
th i n :bbin 
Relative Tone 
Level of Vowels 
oo, oh 2 
- 4 oo, er tJ 
aw , ow' r;' u 6 
ah 8 
ew , oi 10 
1 12 
v 19 a 
"' 21 ~ 
r 22 24 
ee 26 
3 dh1 . 07 
3 z1 • 12 
3 • 12 
3 k1 . 02 
3 t 1 . 02 
2 • 12 
2 V1 . 07 
2 . 07 
2 • 12 
2 P1 . 02 
2 • 12 
1. 5 . 07 
1 • 12 
Effects of Neighboring 
Consonants on Vowels 
Low: f, v , p, b , m, 1 
Middle Low: r, w, t h , db 
Middle High : h , d , n , z, 
High : s' ch , sh, zh , z , 
t 
j 
viii 
Subscript 1 
is prevowel, 
subscript 2 
postvowel 
m2 .1 4 
zb2 .12 dh2 • 12 
z2 . 14 
k2 . 07 
t2 • 07 
v2 • 12 
P2 . 07 
No effect : 
h , k , g , ng 
i x 
TABLE 2 
AVERAGE TIME DURAT ION OF GROUPS OF VOWELS AND CONSONANTS 
OF GENERAL AMERICAN SPEECH AT A SPEAKING RATE 
OF 14-B WORDS PER MINUTE 
Shortest Time Duration 
Group 1 Group 2 
Average Average 
0 . 02 Sec. 0 . 07 Se c. 
~l*0 . 02 k2*0 . 0 5 
1 . 03 e . 06 
t1 . 03 t2 .06 
n1 . 06 
1 .07 
w . 07 
r . 07 
d . 08 
o2 . 08 
dth1 .OB 
v1 . 08 
zh1 . 08 
ch1 . 09 
Group 3 Group 4-
Average Average 
0 . 12 Sec. 0 . 14- Se~ 
ml 0 . 10 m2 0 . 14-
n2 • 10 z2 • 1 5 
g • 10 
z1 • 11 
ng • 1 5 
th . 11 
~ 
. 11 00 
b . 11 
f • 12 
.§h • 12 
i • 12 
...,, 
. 12 e 
v2 • 12 
zh2 . 12 
y . 09 dth2 . 12 
h . 09 s . 13 
- . 13 u 
Longe st Time 
Grouo 5 
Average 
0 . 17 Sec. 
ew 0 . 16 
ee • 16 
j . 17 
. 17 er 
aw • 17 
ch2 . 17 
.., 
.1 7 a 
00 • 18 
ah • 19 
oh . 19 
Durat ion 
Group 6 
Average 
0 . 22 Sec. 
- o. 21 a 
OW . 22 
oi • 22 
'""' • 23 1
NOTE: The wr i ter ' s judgment must decide whether a sound is t o be 
shared between t wo adjacent words or syllables . Judgments of this 
kind depend on understand i ng when the voice wi ll probably slur 
certai n se que nce s of sounds . When speech does slur , an allocation 
of half of the sound ' s duration t o each of the two syllables or 
words i nvolved will not destroy the time pattern . Slurr i ng a lso 
depends on the i nterest and emphasis that a probable r eader -
l i stener will give t o specif i c words . That is why only the 
writer ' s judgment can decide th i s doubt~ul case . 
*When a consonant i s marked with the suff i x 1, i t i ndicates 
that the consonant precedes a vowel , as p1, k1, t 1 . 
* When a consonant i s marked wi th the suff i x 2 i t i nd icates 
that the consonant f ollows a vowel , as p2 , k2 , t~ . 
.§ 
ch 
in azure 
J. 
Middle · - . 
High .. 
Middle 
Low 
~ 
N. 
z 
T 
d in then 
Low 
F 
-
v 
-
p 
- -
TABLE 3 
TONE VOCABULARY 
----
M --
x 
I 
I 
I 
1 
xi-
RULES FOR CONSTRUCTING THE TONES OF WORDS WITH TABLE 3 
Rule 1. To make the words of hi ghest t one comb ine the vowels 
and consonants i n the sect ion marked "highest 
tone" on the table . Examples are : she , each , 
sage , say, sash, edge , sissie. 
Rule 2. To make the words of l owest t one comb i ne the vowels 
and consonants i n the sect ion marked "l owest t one 11 
on the t able . Examples are : f owl , f ool , l ow, 
loaf , ball , pull , wool , move . 
Rule 3. To make the wor ds of med ium t one comb i ne the vowels 
and consonants i n the sections marked 11 middle 
hi gh" and "mi ddle l ow" on the table . Examoles 
are : dot , noi se , wr i the , die , knot , icy , done , wan , 
rot . 
Rule 4. When the high vowels are surrounded by two l ow-
t oned consonants or semivowels , subtract 1 fr om 
the tone number of t he syllable or word. For 
example : the t one value of the vowel ee i n ueel 
is 26 . Both consonants i n the word have l ow-
t one l evels. Therefore 1 is subtracted from 26 . 
The t one value of peel is 25. 
Rule 5. When the hi gh vowels occur i n a syllable or word 
that conta i ns only one consonant , and i t is a 
low-toned consonant or semivowel, subtract t 
from tbe t one number of the word . For exampl e : 
the t one value of the vowel; i n ebb is 21 . The 
only consonant i n t he word is on a low t one l evel . 
Therefor e t is subtracted from 21. The tone 
value of ebb is 20.5. 
Rule 6. When the low vowels are surrounded by two high-
toned consonants or semi vowels , add 1 t o the t one 
value of the syllable or word. For example : 
the t one value of the vowel §I in church is 4. 
Both consonants i n the word have high t one levels . 
Therefore 1 is added to 4. The t one value of 
church is 5. 
Rule 7. When the low vowels occur i n a syllable or word 
that contains only one consonant , and i t is a 
high- t oned consonant or semi vowel , add i t o the 
tone number of the word . For exampl e : the t one 
value of the vowel .Q.b. i n Joe is 2. - The only 
consonant i n the word i s on a high t one l evel . 
Therefore t i s added t o 2 . The t one value of 
Joe is 2.5. 
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Ru le 8. When t wo con~onants of oppo si te t one value sur r ound 
a vowel i n a syllable or word their t one influences 
neutralize each ot her . The t one value of the 
wor d i s the t one value o f the vowe l . For example : 
t he t one value of the vowel ah i n botch i s 8. 
The eff e ct of t he l ow- t oned consonant Q is 
neutralized by the effec t of the hi gh- t oned 
consonant .Q,h . The t one val ue of botch r ema i ns 8, 
which is t he t one l evel of: .9.h. 
Rule 9. Di sregard t he t one i nfluence of consonants and 
semi vowels grouped under the secti ons marked 
''middl e high" and 11 mi ddle l ow" on t he t able . 
For pract i cal purpose s the i r i nfluence is negligible . 
However , t he user should be aware t hat spectra~ 
s copica l ly there are differences . 
Note 1. Remember most of t he t one of word s resides i n t he 
vowels . 
Not e 2 . H, ng , k, g are not i ncl uded i n t he t one table , 
b ecause t hey exert no t one i nfluence on vowel s. 
Note 3. Na tural ly , when both the con sonant s and the vowel s 
i n a wor d or syllable occupy t he same t one level , 
t ha t is t he t one leve l of t he wor d . 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR USING TABLE 4, STRIKING POWER 
Rule 1. Guide s fo r Making Strong , Powerful Words 
1.1 Use strong vowels for strong words or syllables , 
such as I', oi aw ah a that have hi gh numbers 
30, 30, 29, 2~ , 2~ . fhese strong vowels border 
the area marked 11 most pa.werful: on Table 4. 
The word tight is more powerful than the word 
tout because t he vowel 1 has more striking power 
tlmn the vowel ow. Likewise , the word Q.QY. 
sounds louder t han ourr because t he vowel oi 
is the stronger vowel. 
1.2 Use the powerful semivowels , r , 1, w, y and the 
sounds ch , ng , and sh on t he left side of the 
"most powerful 11 section of Table 4. The word 
1:.11§. is more conspicuously powerful than the 
word dice because it s consonantal environment 
is str onger . Law is a more powerful word than 
thaw f or the same reason . 
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1.3 Use as many consonants as possible t o make accented , 
powerful word s and syllables . For i nstance, 
the word bli the is l ouder and stronger than 
illJ.y or li§. because i t possesses the vocal power 
of t hree consonants i nstead of one . 
Rule 2. Guides for Making Weak , Unaccented Syllables and Words . 
2.1 Use the quickly grunted, weak called t he schwa . 
I t appears i n the extreme upper right - hand corner 
of the table ' s 11 minimum power" se~ion . Use v 
other weak , short vowels such as oo, oo, er , i, 
OW, e that awear above t he same 11 mi nimum power 11 
section . The values or numbers of t he weak 
vowels lie between 15 and 25. 
2.2 Use the weak consonants wi th striking power 
values between 1 and 3 such as th , s, p , d , k, 
etc. These appear on t he left marg i n of the 
11 minimurn power ' section . 
2.3 Use words or syllables with the f ewest possible 
number of consonant s . 
Chapter 1 
NATURE OF THE MONOGRAPH , PROc,fDURE , PREVIOUS 
WORK, PURPOSE AND SPECIFIC ELEMENTS TO 
BE PROVEN , AND ESSENTIAL DEFINI TIONS 
NATURE OF THE MONOGRAPH 
In this monograph the writer will reveal the 
structures of dialect found i n selected short stories and 
poetry of Jesse Stuart , a Kentucky writer i ndigenous to 
Eastern Kentucky . Because the term "dialect" carries many 
meanings, there is an immediate need t o state and limit the 
term "dialect" f or this monograph . A dialect is the vari ety 
of language spoken by the members of a single homogeneous 
speech -community. There can be "literary dialect" and 
" natural dialect ." The " literary dialect ," a dialect used 
primar i ly by writers and scholars , i s considered in the 
same sense that some ballads or ep i cs can be "literary 
or classical or i mitative in nature" and others can be 
11 fo lk" or "real istic variety . 11 The phrase "natural dialect" 
will r efer t o the patterning characteristic of the region 
and characteristic to the speakers i n the short stories 
and poetry which make up the art of Jesse Stuart . 
The structure of dialect searched for and revealed 
is the character i stic use of verbs with their rising and 
falling t ones characteristic of the people in the area 
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depicted by J esse Stuart . The method for evalua t i ng the 
rising and f all ing tone s of language will be t aken f r om 
Rob son ' s The Orchestra .Qf. the Language . 1 I mpl i cit i n thi s 
trea t ment of J esse Stuart and his work is t he determini ng 
at which point literary selecti v i ty i ntervenes t o level 
or sha r pen the d i alect vocabulary . The po si t ion is t aken 
t ha t t here should be little over t or obvious man ipulation 
of t he verb , that part of speech which r eveal s or determi nes 
the d i alect slant i n actual language spoken . 
Through sy stemati c porcess i ng , the bel i ef is that 
t he data and f i nd i ngs wi ll be of suff i ci ent value t o 
determine the d i rection scholars can take to e xamine the 
uni que working s of structures of dialect i n such liter ary 
forms as the short st ory or the poem . 
PROCEDURE 
This monogr aph will develop through five steps 
represented by chapters . The f i rst chapter prov i des the 
general nature of the monograph , t ogether with procedures , 
previous work done i n the f i eld , and purposes and specif i c 
elements to be proven . The fir st chapter also conta i ns 
e ssent i al definitions which pertain t o this monograph . 
Chapter Two involve s an analysis of the language 
characteristic of the people i n the area dep i cted by Jesse 
1Er nest M. Robson , The Orchestra .Qf. the Language 
(New Yor k: Amer i can Book- Stratford Press , 1959) . 
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Stuar t . Thi s anal ysis i nvolve s the study of verbs commonly 
used by t he peopl e of Eas tern Kentucky . One source is Mona 
Comb 1 s t hesis , 11 Archai c English Words . 112 Another source i s 
Mary Washi ngton Clarke ' s ar t i cl e , 11 Proverbs , Proverbial 
Phra ses, and Proverbial Comparisons i n the Writings of Jesse 
Stuar t . 11 3 A t hit d source i s the nati ve d ialect collected 
from students at Prichard Hi gh School , Grayson , Kentucky 
by us i ng The Amer i can ' s Dialect Society ' s A Me thod for 
Collecti ng Dialect . 4 
Chapter Three contains the structure of dial ect 
searched f or and revealed . The six verb forms taken from 
Atwood 's A Survey Qf. Verb Forms i n t he Eastern United States5 
wil l be given and applied t o the speech that i s characteristic 
to the people of Eastern Kentucky . A description of the 
ri sing and fall i ng t ones characteristic of the people wi ll 
be given . The rising and falling t ones usually ,.Jill be of 
a f alling nature , showing a pr eference for 11 low11 and 11 mi dd l e11 
tone vowels . 
Chapter Four consists of an application of Atwood ' s 
verb survey . The six verb f orms that determine dialect usage 
2Mona R. Combs , 11 Archaic English Words 11 (unpublished 
Master 's thesis , Morehead State College , 1958) . 
3Mary Washington Clarke , "Proverbs , Proverbial 
Phrase s and Proverbial Compar i sons in the Writings of Jesse 
Stuart , 11 Southern Folklore Ouarterly , XXIX (Apri l - June 1965) . 
4Ameri can Dialect Soc i ety , A Method for Collecting 
Dialect . n .d . 
5E . Bagby Atwood , A Survey .Q.f Verb Forms .in the 
Eastern United States (Ann Arbor : University of Michigan , 1953) . 
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will be applied t o selected poems and short stories by Jesse 
Stuart . Because the amount of di alect used by Stuart in his 
poems and short stories depends on the t i me , setting , and 
background of the character "speaking ," the character 1 s 
" speech" may be d i vi ded into either the "aged " and "uneducated ," 
or the "younger 11 and· 11 educated . 11 Selecti ons f ro m Stuart 1 s 
poetr y and S:l ort stories that contain "speech" characteristi c 
of the 11 aged11 and "uneducated 11 people of Eastern Kentucky 
wi ll r eveal that more "natural dialect" is used . The "younger 11 
and "educated 11 characters 11 speak 11 with less 11 natural dialect11 
because the peculiarities of Eastern Kentucky speech is dying 
out . Also, an appl i cation of Robson ' s~ Orchestra .Qf. .t.h§. 
Language is used in measuring the tone of the verbs . 
Chapter Fi ve is a summary of the language used by 
Jesse Stuart in his short stories and poetry revealing the 
structures of dialect used , the characteristic use of the 
verb by Stuart , and the rising and falling t ones characteristic 
of the people of Eastern Kentucky. 
PREVIOUS WORK IN THE FIELD 
As far as this writa- can ascertain , the structure 
of dial ect approach has not been applied t o any part of 
· Jesse Stuart ' s wr i tings . Work has been done by Mary 
Washington Clarke f or her Ph. D. thesis , 11Folklore of the 
Cumberland as Reflected in the Writings of Jesse Stuart, " but 
this writing contains no systematic attempt to determine which 
d i a l ect structures are present and how t hey operate . The 
novels written about Stuart and his writings by Everetta L. 
Blair, Ruel E. Foster , Lee Pennington , and Albert K. Ridout 
concern the idiom of Jesse Stuart ; the writing and work i s 
either directed at meaning or directed at "idiolect . " By 
"idiolect11 ---f or the purposes of this monograph---I refer 
to the l inguistic style characteristic of the individual, 
and d i ffering enough from the d i alect(s) of his group 
to give a markedly unique flavor. All artists i n the literary 
sense , as well as i n all other for ms of art , have "idiolect." 
I do not refer then to "idiolect" , but to d i alect. 
PURPOSES AND SPECIFIC ELEMENTS TO BE PROVEN 
The main purpose of this monograph is that of 
revealing the structures of dialect used in literature , 
specifically in the short stories and poetry of Jesse 
Stuart . The structure of dialect will determine at which 
point literary sel ectivity i nt ervenes t o l evel or sharpen 
the tone of the dialect vocabulary. Each group of people 
has i ts own dialect which may be created either naturally 
or artificially. 
Dialect refers t o the speech of a group of people 
who share a common language . Such a dialect is simply a 
variation in the way of speaking, but the variation cannot 
violate the rules of grammar . All dialects come from the 
listing of forty-six verbs found in Atwood ' s A Survey Qi. 
Verb Forms ).n the Eastern United States . This monograph 
confines itself to the study d'these forty-six ve:bs and the 
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six verb f orms as f ound in the structure of dialect in t he 
short st or i es and poetry of J e sse Stuart . Usage of the verb 
is r~ther sharply d i vided along social line s, more sharpl y 
t han i n vocabulary or i n pronunci ation . The nonstandard 
for ms are most common among uneducated i solated communit i es , 
and are strikingly l ess fre quent among the more highly 
educa t ed . The nonstandard usages may well be nat ional 
and- to some degree be present i n the speech of the cult i vated 
speakers , but u sually nonstandard usage i s clearly regional . 
The characters in Stuart ' s short stories 11 speak11 in a 
dialect that is cl early regional and of the nonstandard 
u sage . Jesse Stuart uses a great deal of dialect , and has 
captured in writ i ng the peculiarities of the dialect in 
hi s syntax and sentence r hythms . However , hi s later poetry 
i s more literary and contains less 11 natural dialect . 11 
The 11 Pads 11 will be used to determine the amount 
and degr ee of usage of the verb f orms that are native t o 
Stuart ' s area of writing . The people who l i ve in the area 
where Stuart lives were interviewed for the verb f orms used 
i n their natural d i alect . The verbs used by these people 
i s another means by which the structure of dialect in the short 
st or i es and poetry of Jesse Stuart i s compar ed . 
By using the methods of evaluating the rising and 
f all i ng t ones of l anguage f ound in Robson ' s The Orchestra 
.Q1. ~Language , t he po i nt at which literary selectivity 
intervenes t o level or sharpen the tone of the dialect 
vocabulary is reveal ed . An analysis of Stuart ' s characteristic 
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use of verbs with their rising and falling tones reveals the 
structure of "natural dialect" in his poetry and sh ort stories. 
Sentences from short stories and lines from poems containing 
usage of the forty - six verbs which f orm dialect will be analyzed 
for the "natural dialect. 11 The clearly defined variable use 
of the verbs which fo rm dialect will provide the basis of 
var iant f orms of speech, thus dialect . 
ESSENTIAL DEFINITIONS 
Because of the many different meanings that the 
word dialect carries, precise definition of words used 
in this monograph'Wi.11 be provided. A language is a collection 
of dialects, spoken by tremembers of different speech-
communities , sharing the main structural features of the 
language , but differing to a greater or lesser degree in 
details of phonology, grammar, and vocabulary. The United 
States has one of the l argest dialect areas and speech-
communitie s in the world . 
Regional dialects are dialects spoken in speech-
communi ties occupying different parts of the general territory 
of a language . The region dialect i n the writing of Jesse 
Stuart is that of the Cumberland region f ound i n the Eastern 
Kentucky area. 
Literary dialect is a dialect used primarily by 
writers and scholars and is considered in the same sense 
that some ballad s or epics can be "literary or classical 
or imitative in nature' and others can be "folk" or "realistic 
variety • 11 
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Natural dialect refers t o the patterning characteristic 
of the region and characteristic syntactic arrangement of the 
' 
spoken language . 
Idiolect- --for the purposes of this monograph---
r efers t o the linguistic style characteristic of the 
i ndividual and d i ffering enough from the di alect(s) of 
his groups t o give a markedly unique flavor. Stuart ' s 
style, which may be termed idiolect , is his use of f olklore 
and metaphors . Repetitiveness characterize s his wr i ting 
to form another part of Stuart ' s "art . " 
Chapter 2 
LANGUAGE CHARACTERISTIC OF 
THE PEOPLE IN THE AREAS 
DEPICTED BY JESSE STUART 
Jesse Stuart , born 1907, grew up on a fifty -
acre mountain farm near Greenup , Kentucky where he worked 
hard for the opportunity of a high school and col~ege 
education . While i n the fields plowing , he wrote his f irst 
collection of 703 sonnets which reflect the beauty of his 
life in the mountains. These sonnets were published i n 
1934 i n Man With the Bull- Tongue Plow . His first poems 
were written by speaking the words over and over as he 
plowed on the hot flats of the mountains and the river low 
lands . When the rhythm and sounds were sat i sfactory to 
Stuart ' s "hearing ," they were r ecorded . 
His short stories and poems are written about 
his early experiences in life and the people that he 
encountered in the isolated community of Eastern Kentucky . 
These early works usually are written in the syntax and 
"natural d ialect" that the people of Stuart ' s community 
spoke , the language of the uneducated . The absence of 
good roads , radio and television, printed reading materials , 
and education were the causes for the people speaking 
a distinct dialect of a "low" and 11 middle" tone. The 
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preference for the "low" and "middle" sounding words is 
a characteristic that may be traced back t o Anglo- Saxon 
England. Stuart incorporates these sound s that are natural 
to his ear to form his poetry. 
Both, the poems and short stories , speak of the 
mountain life and its hard ways of survival. Stuart 's short 
stories and poems abound with his love for the out -of -
doors, hunt ing , plowing and planting , and his love for life 
of the mountain folk. His short stories have been published 
in books throughout the world and appear in abundant 
collections of American Liter ature used as t extbooks , 
He writes novels as well as poems , essays , articles , and 
short stories . His be st- known "10rks are .&.n With the fu!ll-
Tongue Plow , the novel Taps f or Private Tussie , a best 
s eller dep icting the mountain life after the First Wor ld 
War , and The Thread That Runs §.Q. True , the story of his 
own experiences as a teacher i n the Greenup (Kentucky) 
County Public School System . 
In the poetry and short stories of Jesse Stuart, 
the dialect u sed is that of t he peopl e i n the Cumberland 
region of Eastern Kentucky . The people of this area prefer 
words with "low" and 11 mi ddle 11 t one vowels , usually of 
a falling nature . An example of this preference would 
be the verb 11 hired 11 in the sentence , 11 He was hired . 11 
The older people of t his reg ion would pronounce the word 
as if the spelling were "hard ." The vowel 11 a 11 is lower 
in tone than vowel 11 i 11 • The omission of the vowel 11 e 11 
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in the suffix 11 -ed" also. gives the verb a falling nature : 
Stuart ' s ear has captured the peculiarities 
of hill syntax and sentence rhythms , along with 
the mingling of older dialectal forms, the jargon 
of somewhat primitive or old -fashioned hill 
activi~ies , and slang of various groups and 
areas • . 
This study of his dialect structures is limited t o the usage 
of the verbs . The reason for limiting the discussion is 
that all dialect comes from the listing of f orty- six verbs 
and six verb f orms found in Atwood ' s A Survey Q.f. Y.e.r.Q Forms 
1n the Eastern United States . By using these f orty- six 
verbs and six verb forms provided by Atwood ' s verb survey, 
the dialect used by Stuart is compared and contrasted with 
the dialect used by the people of the Cumberland region. 
Being a native of Eastern Kentucky, this writer 
is able to 11 know 11 which usage is characteristic to this area . 
In cases when doubt arose as to which usage is more characteristic, 
the "Pads" produced by the American Dialect Society and 
Atwood ' s verb survey were used for comparing the dialect 
used by Stuart . 
The language of the people in the area depicted 
by Stuart is chang:hlg daily . No longer is there talk 
of a person being "hung" or "clearing ground . " The 
dialect of the Cumberland region is being changed daily 
by better transportation and communications . The "natural 
6Mary Washington Clarke , "Jesse Stuart ' s Writings 
Preserved Passing Folk Idiom," Southern Folklore Quarterly , 
XXVIII ( July-September 1964) , p . 157 . 
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dialect" characteT istic of the characters depicted by Stuart 
is vanishing and now used or understood by the older people 
of the region . The example of the use of the verb "hired" 
exemplifies rapidly vanishing "natural dialect . " As 
previousl y stated , the older people prefer the pronunciation 
"hard , 11 but the younger people of the same area· .. would 
understand the sentence , 11 He is 1 hard , 1 11 t o mean that 
the i ndividual is severe in his discipline or other connotations 
that the adjective "hard" may carry. To the younger people 
the pronunciation is not only different i n tone, but also 
in the part of speech. Because of better education methods, 
the student is being taught to read more phonovisually . 
He is taught to "sound out" the vowels and consonants , and 
is also taught that certain parts of speech have d ifferent 
stress . With the exception of those words having Latin 
prefixes , the noun always carries a primary stress on the 
first syllable, but the verb is stressed on the second 
syllable . An example of a word being classified as either 
a noun or a verb, depending on whether the primary stress 
is on the first or the second syllable , can be illustrated 
with the word 11 subj ect . 11 Placing the primary stress on the 
first syllable makes 11 subject" a noun; placing the primary 
stress on the second syllable makes 11 subject 11 a verb . 
In Stuart 1 s short stories, there is more 11 natural 
dialect." The 11 speech11 of his characters abound with the 
patterning characteristic of the r eg ion. For example , 
the verb "fetch, 11 meaning 11 go" and 11 bring, 11 is not a part 
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of the younger people ' s dialect , but 11 get 11 or 1give 11 or 
"bring" is. Stuart 1 s characters use 11 fetch" because of the 
"middle11 t one vowel . The verb 11 get" or 11bring 11 have higher 
tone vowels and more striking power wi th the /g/ and the 
/ng/. Verbs that produce the 11 low11 and "mi ddle" powerful 
sound are u sed i nstead of the front vowels which express 
greater tens ion and tone . The consonants also affect the 
dialec t of the Cumberland region and that used by Stuart 
i n his short storie s by cons i sting of consonants which give 
the verb a r elati ve 11 low11 or 11 mi ddl e 11 tone . 7. An example 
of pre ference f or 11 l ow11 and powerful sounds can be found 
in Stuart 1 s use of the verb 11bark , 11 used a s a hunting term 
r epeatedly i n the collection of short stories entitled 
Men .Q.f. the Moun,tain . 8 The consonant 11 b 11 has a relative 
11 low11 st riking power value . The next letter , t he vowel 
11 a 11 has a powerful striking power value , with longer time 
duration . The consonant 11 r 11 has a 1middle low" t one level, 
and the consonant 11k 11 is lower in t one than the preced i ng 
consonant 11 r. 11 Thus , a low powerful verb with a fall i ng 
tone i s produced . 
When Stuart ' s short stories and poetry have been 
analyzed f or dialect that i s characterist i c t o the people 
of Eastern Kentucky and the Cumberland r egion , u seful 
conclusions will f oll ow. First , Stuart ' s short stories are 
values 
7see 'Jatie 1, ~ v.li f or complete listing of phoneti c 
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written in dialect characteristic to the Cumberland region, 
but his poetry contains more 11 literary dialect 11 than 
"natural dialect . 11 Se cond, there is a preference for 11 1ow11 
and 11 middle 11 tones by the older people of the Eastern Kentucky 
area , but, by contrast, there is a preference by the younger 
people for the 11 higher 11 sounding vowels and tones . The reason 
for the preference of the 11 higher 11 sounds in speech is that 
women are more influential on t he child at an early age 
when the speech patterns and sounds are being l earned . Women 
usually have higher pitched voices and speak more rapidly; 
therefore, a higher striking power and shorter time duration 
for speaking produces a 11 higher sounding 11 speech. The tables 
from Robson provide a scientific measuring device so that the 
striking p0\·1er , speaking time, and tone of the vowels and 
consonants are meaSUl'ed . More deta iled expl anations and 
applications of Stuart's dialect as applied to Robson , 
Atwood, and the 11 Pads 11 of the American Dialect Society will 
be revealed in Chapters 3 and 4. 
8c1arke, .QJ2.. cit ., p. 160. 
Chapter 3 
THE STRUCTURE OF DIALECT 
SEARCHED FOR AND REVEALED 
The structure of dialect i n the short stories 
and poetry of Jesse Stuart is determined by the use of 
the verb . This usage is broken down into six for ms : 
tense forms , personal for ms of the present i ndicative , number 
and concord , negative forms , infinitive and present participle , 
and phrases . 
Only the present and past tense of t he verb 
are cons i dered as t o its character i stic use by Stuart . * 
The present tense verb create s a high pitch and stress ; 
the past tense verb creates less stress and pi tch . In 
studying the verbs used by Stuart , close attention 
i s pa i d to his use of tense . One characteristic of 
the Stuart 11word art" is that of using the past tense 
of verbs which gives his short stories and poems 11 low11 
and ''.falling" tones character ist i c of the people in the 
area of Eastern Kentucky . Through his use of the past 
tense , there is less stress and pitch present in his 
writing . To ind icate that the verb can express greater 
tension i n the vocal cords , note the f ollowing lines : 
*This present and past differs from the linguistic 
grammarians who recognize only two tenses--as present or 
past. 
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In 1939 - the linguistic scholar, E. Prokosch, 
noticed that persons without musical or phonetic 
training interpreted certain vowels as 11 1ow, 11 
others as 11 high . 11 He illustrated this with 
child talk in the nursery. 11 A Little Steam 
engine tries to climb a hill and says cheer-
fully 11 I think I can, I think I can ." But 
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the hill is too steep; the poor little engine 
slides back and sars sadily, 1 I thought I could, 
I thought I could • 11 The vowels in 11 I think I can11 
are the front vowels and express with greater 
tension in the vocal chords high and intense 
feeling for success and action going on in the 
riresent. 11 I t hought I could" is composed of 
1low11 vowels and expresses melancholy in retro" 
spective memory. Other experimenters in 11 phonetic 
symbolism" have made statistical studies that show 
a definite trend for the back vowels to be 
associated with concepts of largeness and darkness, 
the tight front vowels with the tiny and the 
bright . 9 
The use of the verbs composed of 11 low11 vowels which express 
less tension is a part of Stuart 's writing art in short 
stories and poetry . He also uses initial and terminal 
consonants effectively, i n terms of their striking power, 
to describe the people and their way of life in Eastern 
_Kentucky. An example of this usage in his using "clumb11 
for the verb 11 climb. 11 
The people that Stuart characterizes in his writing 
can be classed as either old-fashioned and unschooled 
or middle class. 
Nearly every county in the Eastern States is 
represented by two speakers, one old-fashioned 
and unschooled, the other a member of the 
middle class who1has had the benefit of a grade-school eduction. 0 
~obson, .QI2.• cit., pp. 26-7. 
10Hans Kurath, A Word Geography .Qf. the Eastern 
v~~~j~ ~~a~~ s , (Ann Arbor, Hichigan: University of Michigan, 
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Among the uneducated people of Eastern Kentucky the consonant 
11 r " i s inserted in words t o produce a "middle low" tone 
with a relative h i gh striking power. An example of the 
II r " insertion i s the following : "war sh " 11warter 11 "rurnt " 
' ' ' 
and terbaccer . 11 I n a few words the "r" is omi tted : 
11 funeal, 11 11 hunded , 11 and 11 guage . 11 Often the 11 r" is r olled 
so that a spurious syllable appears: "warru.m" (warm), 
11worruld 11 (world), and "whirrell " (whirl). When the sound 
of the double 11 r 11 emerges , the words 11 carreckter11 ( character ) 
and 11 Parrydi se 11 (Paradise) are produced. The quality of 
a vowel or dipthong preceding 11 r 11 is lilrnly to be influenced 
by the presence of the consonant 11 r :. '! The mountaineer 
of Eastern Kentucky pulls many front vowels and dipthongs 
toward the back of his half open mouth, kept rigid by 
the fixed chin . This phenomenon tends to "schwa" many 
vowels in anticipation of the consonant 11 r . 11 Because 
of the tending to 11 schwa11 many vowels, t he dip thongs in 
such verbs as 11 were11 tend to become a back vowel with 
" l ow" sound i n tone . Thus, among t he older mountain 
11 
people, the verb " were" would be pronounced "war . 11 
The amount of tone and stress will be scientifically 
measured through the charts and tables found in Robson's 
!he. Orchestra .Q.f .t.rul Language . 
The second verb form-~the personal forms of the 
present indicative--will reveal whether the first person 
11 Gratis D. Williams , "The ' R' in Mountain 
Speech, " Mountain Life & Work , 37:5'-7, Spring , 1961. 
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singular f or m is r ecorded a s a narr at i ve f orm i n r eport i ng 
·conversat ion . An example of thi s usage i s the u se of 
" says" and 11 sai d11 i n the sentence " I sa i d t o hi m. 11 
Such usage is both old- f ashioned and the d i al e ct used by 
t he uneducated in Eastern Kentucky and the Cumberl and 
region . 
The third verb f orm- -the number and concord--
will r eveal the syntax used by the people of Eastern 
Kentucky. An exampl e of thi s usage i s the sent ence "you 
1was 1 talking t o him . " The peopl e of Stuart ' s ar ea f requently 
misuse number and concord . 
The f ourth verb f orm, nega t i ve f orms , will r eveal 
a domi nate use of the negat i ve past tense when the pr esent 
shoul d be used . An example of thi s usage is f ound i n the 
sentence , "I 1 a i n 1 t 1 going" fo r 11 I am not going . 11 The 
speech that i s characteristic of the area dep i cted by Stuart 
preva i ls i n the negat i ve verb u sage , and i s an i ndication 
of t he noncultured , uneducated speech of the people . 
The fifth verb f orm--the i nfinit i ve and present 
part i c i ple--will r eveal two d i st i nct structures . The 
i nfin i t i ve structure may be altered from the usage of 
"to t ell" t o "for t o tell ." When the other structure , 
the present parti c i ple , is used i n context , ther e may be 
a cutt i ng off the ' g ' t o produce t he phonet i c sounds / i n ,an/ , 
t hu s produc i ng a f al ling effect and decreasing the striki ng 
power by omitting the powerful consonant "g . " 11 Si ng in 1 
and l aughin1 " i nstead of "singing and l aughi ng" i s common 
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speech in Eastern Kentucky . 
The l ast form of d i alect structure t o be searched 
for and r eveal ed is that of phra se s . Any phr ase i n which 
t he ver b construct ion i n context carrie s its own part i cular 
meaning and i s used i n pl ace of t he standar d u sage i s verb 
phrase usage . An example of the phr ase usage i s the use 
of 11has gotten . 11 I n the area dep i cted by Stuart , the use 
of 11 has gotten 11 is fr equent l y used i n sent ences such a s 
"He has gotten r eady11 i nst ead of t he correct u sage 11 He 
i s r eady . 11 
Speech patterns t hat once formed the t rad i t ional 
lmowledge and l i nguist i c way of life --and whi ch were passed 
from one gener at ion to another- - ar e rap i dly vanishi ng . 
Thus , the non- standard ver b f orm usage , one of the di st i nguishi ng 
characteristics of the Stuart dialect , is vani shing . Ther e 
i s evidence of this i n hi s l ater wr i tings . I n a letter 
to his biographer Dr . Everetta L. Bla ir , concer ning the 
chang i ng of language i n Eastern Kentucky , Stuart wrote the 
f ol l owing : 
Such words as "liefer 11 f or "rat her , 11 
wh i ch you find i n Chaucer , are in use here , and 
my mother used t o say , "Fornenst" meaning 
"agai nst . " 11 Liefer 11 was more in use by the 
people of my father 's and mother ' s generat:b.1 . 
I believe i t ' s dying out now. I do use exact 
expressions in my books and stor i es . But so 
many of these will hot be accepted . So I have 
toned them down . Use l ess and less dialect and 
l ess i d iom. By early st or i es wi ll show more 
of the exactness . They do not exaggerate . I 
love colorful incidents , colorful people • •• 
those who are d i fferent ••. but I ' m trying now 
t o t one them down . 12 
12Everetta Love Blair, Jesse Stuart His Life §grJ 
Wo;rks (Columbia : University of South Carolina7Fess , l ) , P• 15. 
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Jesse Stuart is aware of the changes that are taking place 
in Eastern Kentucky. His writings accurately record the 
expressions and characterize the people in Eastern Kentuch-y. 
He is aware that many of the expressions are dyi ng out, 
or are no l onger i n use by the younger generat:ion . When 
Stuart speakes of 11 t ryi ng now t o tone them down, 11 he 
is not speakL'1g of the sru nd of the vowels in the verbs 
which create dialect, but rather of toning down the amount 
of dialect , metaphor s , folklore , ~and idiom that he uses 
i n his writing . The tone, as Stuart uses the term in this 
l etter , i s in terms of colorful incidents and colorful people . 
Stuart ' s !1an With~ Bull - Tongue EJ..Qli is filled 
with the dialect of the people of Eastern Kentucky . The 
lines are alive with bold metaphors and dialect , defying 
traditional forms . Because of the cr i ticism f or defy i ng 
traditional forms, no central theme, and little attention 
to sound, St uart's l ater poems are more polished and 
refined. Perhaps Jesse Stuart would like t o use more 
dialect t oday·, but he must use l ess so that his writing 
will beo accepted by his publishers . Therefore , establishing 
the fact that his earlier wr i tings will contain more 
11 riatural dialect" characteristic of the people in Eastern 
Kentucky, detailed analyses of t he characteristic use of 
the verb by Jesse Stuart will be given . 
Chapter 4 
CONSIDERATION OF ATWOOD 1 S SURVEY OF VERB FORMS IN THE 
EASTERN UNITED STATES AND ROBSON1 s 
THE ORCHESTRA OF THE LANGUAGE 
Atwood 1 s Survey .Qf Verb Forms .1n .thg, Eastern United 
States- -the second full length survey based on the collection 
of the Linguistic Atlas--is an important contribution to 
the study of present-day American English . Like its 
predecessor, Kurath 1 s Word Geography .Qf. the Eastern 
United States, Atwood ' s survey substitutes for prejudice 
a scientific judgment based on observation of the living 
language . His study i s the first large-scale study of 
English grammatical forms derived from comparable data 
obtained by systematic sampling of the spoken language 
of locally and socially identified informants over a wide 
geographical area-- the Eastern United States . The Eastern 
United States has no more dialects than any other section 
of the United States, but Atwood ' s study shows that 
compet ition between grammatical forms still exists in 
standard American English. 
The method Atwood employs is simple, but one 
requiring intelligent judgment and painstaking examination 
of the evidence . His first step is to list all items in 
Atlas questionnaires that might reveal d ifferences in verb 
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forms, grouping them i n the f ollowing categories: Tense 
Forms, Personal Forms , Number and Concord , Negative Forms , 
Infinitive and Present Participle, and Phrases . The second 
step is t o examine all of the Atlas field records and record 
on separate charts or tables the data for each of these items. 
The third step is t o determine the distribution of com-
petent forms, both regionally and sociall y . 'Where there 
seems t o be significant regional patterns in the distribution 
of competing forms , Atwood has provided maps . There are 
twenty-eight maps showing two bundles of isoglosses 
indicating the significance of verb forms for setting off 
dialect areas--the South from the Midland , the South and 
South Midland from t he North Mi dland . 
Before making his regional and social interpretations , 
Atwood wisely observe s certain precautions i n evaluati ng 
the data . He r ecognize s that no two fieldworkers operate 
in exactly the same way, and i s cautious in accepting 
the fieldworkers records . The recorded responses are 
divided into the following categories : direct response , 
conversational response, suggested response , and reported 
response . Only the first two are used for his study . 
Atwood 1 s study was published in 1953 and is 
considered one of the best sources f or dialect study . 
The following six verb forms may be applied t o most ftrms 
of dialect study : Tense Forms (listing forty-six verbs which 
form dialect) , Personal Forms of the Present Indicative, 
Number and Concord, Negative Forms , Infinitive and Present 
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Participle , and Phrases . The evidence from Atwood ' s survey 
supports the scheme of dialect areas which Kurath ' s Word 
Geography of the Eastern United States set up on the basis 
of vocabulary , and shows convincingly that there is no uni form 
American Vulgate spoken and written by the uneducated in all 
r egions. This work provides evidence of social status 
according t o the verb form usage . Finally , Atwood ' s survey 
is useful in interpreting the data now being gathered in 
many regions and sections of the United States . Now that a 
careful consideration of Atwood ' s verb survey has been given , 
a consideration of Robson ' s The Orchestra .Q.f. the Language will 
be given. 
Robson ' s The Orchestra .Q.f. the Language is a pioneering 
s tudy that opens new vistas of r esearch into the realm of 
phonetic thought and the use of sound i magery . Ernest Robson 
has found that the physics of sound pervade all the fields of 
verbal and musical constructions . The proper application of 
his theory through the exploitation of the physical attributes 
of vaNels and consonants and the recognition of the pigh ' cor-
r elation between sound effects and emotional effects provides 
a scientific measuring device f or measuring the tone of 
Jesse Stuart ' s writi ng in his poetry and short stor i es . 
Robson carefully explaines the method by \hi.ch one 
may consider and analyze 'oJriting according to t one and striking 
power that a word may carry. His method for analyzing tone 
and striking power may be applied only to writing since oral 
interpretation by actors and speakers may create unnatural 
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speech patterns. Mouth tones are responsible for a large 
part of the identif i cations and the d i scrimi nations of the 
sounds in ordinary speech . The intelligence of words 
depends on recognizing them. They constitute the only tonal 
value that a writer can control and intentionally use , to 
affect the reader or listener . The phonetic character of 
the vowel scale provides a literary tool for the writing 
profess i on. The mouth tones that one hears in words are 
mainly the t ones of their vowels . When a word contains one 
and onl y one vowel , i ts entire tone level wi ll rise and fall 
with the position of its vowel on the vowel scale . 
According to Robson , the consonants and semi-
vowels "h , " 11 k , 11 " g , 11 and 11 ng 11 do not drop or raise the tone 
levels of neighboring vowels . However , all other semivowels 
and oonsonants do slightly affect the hearing of the tones 
of words . The vowels give tone to words. Consonants and 
semivowels may blur tonal effects , make them decisive with 
t he timbre in the casts of the voice, give them striking 
power , shift tones up and down a fraction, or set tones and 
f i x them more definitely by the device of rhyme . They do 
not create t one. 
Robson has provided charts and tables for accurately 
measuring the tone of words in American English. These 
tables and charts have been reproduced and placed in the 
tables at the front of the monograph . An application of 
Robson ' s method i s applied after the application of Atwood ' s 
verb survey . 
APPLICATION OF ATWOOD ' S A SURVEY OF VERB 
FORMS IN THE EASTERN UNITED STATES 
Tense Forms 
The f i rst str ucture of d i alect t o be analyzed 
will be that of the tense for m. As previously stated , 
onl y the present and past tense i s cons i dered as to i ts 
character i stic use by Stuart . Selections of his poetry 
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and" short stories which represent the speech of the "aged" 
and "uneducated ," and the "younger" and "educated" ar e 
analyzed for their character i stic use of the verb , with their 
rising and falling tones characteristic of the people 
of Eastern Kentucky . 
In the exampl e of the 11 little steam eng i ne , 11 
the front vowels express with greater tension in the vocal 
chords a high and intense feeling , but the back vowel s express 
with les s tension in the vocal chords a "low" melancholy 
feeling . One of the best examples is Dizzy Dean ' s use of 
the word 11 slud 11 in the sentence 11 He slud into third . 11 
When Dizzy Dean announced , 11 He slud into 
third , 11 he i ntuitively voiced more phonetic intel-
ligence with the word 1 slud 1 than he would have 
expressed with the word 1 slid . 1 The St , Louis 
English teachers who publicly protested aga i nst 
Dean ' s l anguage were evidently i gnorant of the 
fact that ' slud ' more aptly describes a low , dirt-
thudd i ng slide than ' slide ' with it s high ? weak 
little vowel . Actually , Dean was unconsciously 
creat i ng a portmanteau word, like ' brunch ' out 
of breakfast and lunch . 1 Slud ' condenses ' thud ' 
and ' slid .' The low, powerful vowel in ' slud ' 
is more appropriate . 13 
13R obson , Qll . cit . , p . 27 . 
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In Mfil1 With §. Bull -Tongue El.mi Stuart "poured out his soul " 
to cr eate the feeling of hi s peopl e and the i r close affi nity 
with the land . The word s of Easter n Kentucky have an 
11 earthy sound . 11 Thus , t her e is a preference f or the '' l ow" 
and "middl e" sound i ng vowels which convey a r elationshi p 
between t he l and the mountaineer tills for survi val and the 
speech he use s t o communi cate . With more industry i n the 
communit y and i mmed i ate r egion today , ther e i s le ss need 
to ident i f y wi t h the soil . The f ar mi ng and til ling of t he 
soi l t hat Stuart wrote about in hi s sonnets and early shor t 
s tories is dyi ng out , and so is the l anguage that descr i be s 
the customs , experiences , and everyday life of t he peopl e 
of Easter n Kentucky . Therefore , f or a more accurate 
''natural d i alect , 11 more of Stuar t 1 s earl y shor t stor i es and 
poems will be sel e cted when anal yzed . 
From t he collection of sonnets , Man With §.Bull-
Tongue Plow , t he fo llowing sel e ct ion i s t aken as being 
repre sentative of the first structure of d ialect , tense 
for ms . The bulk of Stuart ' s poetry contai n s more " l i terar y 
dialect " than "natural d ialect , 11 and r eflects the poli sh 
and car e t hat Stuart takes in writ i ng hi s poetry ; however , 
i n the early poems there i s use of the past t ense whi ch 
t end s to give a "low" and falling t one . Cons i der the fol l owi ng 
sel ection taken f r om Sonne t 578 i n Man With §. Bull- Tongue ElQ.li: 
Don Davidson , I walked on top of earth. 
My guts went empty and my f l esh went bare . 
I wr ote of sadness and I wr ote of mi rth. 
I was not greedy f or smal l thing s i n life14 Don Davi dson , you know I wr i te the t ruth . 
14Blair , QI2 • .Q..11 ., p . 34 . 
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In this excerpt Stuart has used m.ore past tense t han present . 
In the fir st line the u se of 11 walked 11 tells the reader 
that the action has already taken place . The second line 
contains two i nstances of past tense with the use of the 
verb 11 went . 11 The third line also contains two verbs in the 
past tense , 11 wrote . 11 In the second line the verb "went" 
i s higher than the verb 11 wrote, 11 (A more detailed explication 
of the verbs as to t heir tone wi l l be in chapter f our with 
the application of Robson's method of evaluation . ) The four th 
line contains the verb 11 was . 11 Even though the last line 
has the present tense verbs 11 know 11 and 11write , 11 the tone 
of the line s are clearly in the past tense . Even th01gh 
t he verb 1' know 11 is in the present tense , many assoc i ate the 
word as past tense . The emotion comes from the direct 
address to Don Davidson and t he short lines that make a 
compl ete thought . The reason for Stuart not using the past 
tense of 11 write 11 may be because of a better sound; however , 
he was still writing at that time , and this probably had more 
i nfluence . From the above line , one can clearly see that 
Jesse Stuart does write poetry in the past tense which gives 
his early poetry a '1 low 11 tone , and is characteri stic of the 
d i a l ect spoken by the people of Eastern Kentucky . 
In Jesse Stuart ' s short stories , his characters 
11 speak11 in the past tense . With the except ion of Graham 
Greene , John Upd i ke , and other existentialists who wr i te in 
the present tense , narrative poetry, short stories , and novels 
are written in the past tense . What makes Stuart 's writing 
different , with the exception of the metaphors , f olklore , 
and other idiom, is that the speech of the characters i s 
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of a 11 low11 nature and falling t one . Stuart 's use of dialect 
may be seen i n the following sel ection : 
"When does Uncl e Sam want me? " 
"Right now 11 Sheriff Brad l ey said . 
''When did t he war start?" the boy asked , knocking 
the terrapins back into the basket when they tried 
t o crawl out . 
"Over a year ago,11 Sheriff Bradley sa i d . 
"If I ' d a - knowed hit I could a - been fightin 
a year ," Crooks said . "Do ye want me t o go 
t onight? 1' 1 
"In the rnorning, 11 the sheriff said . 5 
Being exact in his writing, Stuart has the Sheriff speaki ng 
good grammar , but the boy who is uneducated speaks i n 
Eastern Kentucky dialect which i s characterist i c of the 
people . The character Crooks uses the verbs 11 - ' d a-knowed , 11 
" could a-been ,'' and 11want . 11 The fir st two verbs used 
by Cr ooks are clearl y the sixth type of verb f orm dialect, 
that of phrases. The verbs also are in the past tense , 
giving a "low" tone to t he wr i t i ng . The verb "want" is i n the 
present tense, but the tendency of the people of Eastern 
Kentucky t o 11 schwa_11_- many vowels could cause t he verb 
"want" to become lower i n tone . 
Personal Forms of the Present Indicative 
The second type of verb f orm t o be considered 
is the personal f orms of the pre sent indicative . In 
15 J esse Stuart , .!:1y Land Has g_ Voice (New York : 
McGraw-Hill, 1966) , p. 34. 
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Stuart ' s poetry , there is little or no use of the personal 
f orms of the present i nd i cat i ve to f orm "natural di alect . " 
Careful study and searching could r eveal no passages which 
contained this f orm of d i alect . To illustrate how Stuart 
could have used the "natural dialect=1 personal f orms of 
the present i nd i cative , the f ol lowi ng selection is taken 
from one of his early poems entitled "Si b Kales:" 
I am Si b Kales, my man and me is old , 
And we set by the fire--I smoke my pipe . 16 And Tom , my man , he chaws his home-made twist . 
While there i s clearly a violation of grammar i n t he 
first line, there is not a violation of the personal 
f orm of t he present indicat ive in the lines of poetry . 
There is opportunity for the use of personal f orms of the 
present i ndicative i f Stuart had desired to use "natural 
dialect . 11 In the second l i ne , the sentence "I smoke" 
could have been written 11 I smokes" which is a part of 
the speech and dial ect sppken by the older and uneducated 
people of Eastern Kentucky . The second opportunity that 
Stuart had to use the personal verb form i s i n the third 
line . The sentence "he chaws" could have read "he chaw." 
In his short stori es , Stuart would not have hesitated to 
use dialect i f the dialect wer e true t o the characteristics 
and speech of the character being created . 
In the short story, " The Bellin' of the Bri de ," 
Stuart u ses the per sonal verb of the present i ndicati ve 
i n the " speech" of the teller of the story. The verb 
16Jesse Stuart Stories hY Jesse Stuart (New York : 
McGraw- Hill, 1968) , p . 69 . 
form "I says" instead of 11 I sa i d 11 is common throughout 
Eastern Kentucky. The use of verb 11 says11 allows vowel 
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"i" to change to a lower semivowel "y . 11 The harsh consonant 
11 d 11 is changed to a " falling" consonant 11 s . 11 Consider the 
lines taken from the story: 
11 All right with me ," I says to brother 
Finn a s he runs down the pather t o t~i:i barn, 
crunchin the snow beneath each step. l 
Not only does Stuart use the "natural dialect11 personal 
verb form of t he pr esent i nd i cative i n the sentence 11 I 
says , 11 but he also uses the verb form in the sentence 
"he runs. 11 People of Eastern Kentucky frequently use this 
form instead of the correct usage "he r an . 11 Again , the 
chang i ng of the vowel s lowers the tone of the verb . When 
the high 11 a 11 i s changed t o the low vowel "u, 11 a 11 low 11 
tone is produced . The adding of the consonant 11 s 11 gi ves 
a falling action . 
Number gnd Concord 
The number and concord verb form is per haps the 
most common verb f orm mi susage i n the Cumberland r egion 
dialect, and i s characteristic of t he peopl e i n Eastern 
Kentucky. The peopl e are not conscious that when they speak 
t he sentence "We was , 11 they have spoken a sentence i n which 
the subject and verb do not agree . Again , r eserach and 
study failed to reveal Stuart u sing "natural dialect . 11 
His poetry is more literary in that correct grammar is used , 
and t here is consistent agreement of the number and concord 
17Jesse StuartJ Head Q' W-Hollmv , (New York : 
E. P . Dutton & Co., 193b) , p . 212 . 
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verb form. The f ollowing l i nes show that Stuart prefers 
to have agreement i n number and concord r ather than agreement 
with "natural" d i alect : 
They say that we are children of the night . 
My wife and I can neither read nor wr i te , 
Though my son Paul --he ' s going off t o school , 
I do not want my son t o be a f ool --
I want my Paul t o learn to read and wr i te . 18 
I n the fir st line the reader will note the use of "we are . 11 
The subject and verb agree , but this is not the "natural= 
dialec~1 of the people that Jesse Stuart writes about . The 
uneducat ed and older people of the area depicted by Jesse 
Stuart do not ah1ays have agreement between the subject 
and verb . The dialect spoken by the uneducated or older 
people would have been "we was" which produces a lower 
sound in tone . However , in the short stories of Stuart , 
there i s d i sagreement between the subject and verb , and 
more "natural dialect11 is used t o develop and bring out 
the character . 
The short story depends on the char acter and his 
speech t o "tell" the story . The character ' s usage is one 
of the means by which the writer may let his reader know 
background about his character. If the character ' s speech 
is in agreement i n number and concord , one generally makes 
the assumption that he is educated . If the character does 
not use agreement i n number and concord i n his speech, one 
generally makes the assumption t hat the· character is 
uneducated . The early stor i es of Stuart contain misuse 
18stuart, Stories QY, J esse Stuart , .Q.D. • .Q.11. , P • 7?. 
of either number or concord . I n these stor i es Stuart 
depicted t he unedu cated , front i er character . One exampl e 
of subj ect ver b di sagreement i s found i n the short story 
"Love in the Spri ng : 11 
And I r eached down and got her by 
t he l ittl e soft hana 1 and she l ooked up at me and said , 11 Ain t i t funny? I feel 
the same way about you . I have felt that 
way ever since I saw you at the f oot washi ng . 
I can ' t f orget you . I keep thinking about 
you . When I saw you t onight I was thinking 
about you . 11 
I just squeezed her hand a littl e 
harder and I sai d , t Was you , honey? ' The~ 
we went on out the path without speaking . 9 
The use of "Ai n ' t " i mmediately tells the reader that the 
girl character i s uneducated . When the boy answers back 
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with "Was you , 11 he t oo establishes himself as probably being 
uneduacted . The word "probably" i s used because many people 
of the Eastern Kentucky area who are high school graduates 
use the singular verb with the singular noun . These people 
have either overlooked the grammar rule which states that 
t he s i ngular pronoun "you" always takes the plural verb 
"were , 11 or their teachers have failed to teach that grammar 
rule . Whether the boy i s or i s not educated i s not what 
we are searchi ng f or . The fact t hat Stuart uses "natural 
dialect" when his char acter said "Was you , Honey?" establ ishes 
a '~ow" tone and "natural dialect" of the people of Eastern 
19Jesse Stuarti P~owshare in Heaven , (New York : 
McGraw - Hill Book Bo., 1 ~36 , p . 144. 
Kentucky . The vowel 11 a 11 i n t he verb "was" i s lower t han 
t he vowel 11 e 11 i n the verb 11 were . 11 Not onl y i s a lower 
sound pr oduced by t he vowel 11 a, 11 but al so the consonant 
11 s 11 pr oduce s a f alli ng nature a s opposed t o the high 
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end vowel 11 e 11 i n the verb "were . " Ther ef ore , one should not e 
that Stuart is always car eful t o never have disagr eement 
among the number and concor d verb f orm in bis poetry but 
i n hi s short st ori e s t he charact e r and his setting dictates 
the dial ect used . 
Negative Forms 
The nega t i ve verb fo r ms of Eastern Kentucky are 
as common a s t he other five verb forms f ound i n Atwood 1 s 
ver b study , but Stuart has chosen not t o use 11 natural 
diale c~' negative ver b f or ms i n his poetry . I nstead 
of u sing the 11 natural dialec~ ' 11 ain 1 t , 11 Stuart uses 
"am not ." By us i ng t he negat ive verb f orm "am not , 11 
a 11l ower" tone i s produced . The extra vowel 11 0 11 and not 
chang ing t he consonant 11 m11 t o the sharper and higher 
sound i ng 11 n11 allows more time f or throught and a 11 l ower 11 
falling tone . The l i ne s f r om t he f ol lowi ng poem is r epre-
sentative of t he Stuart 11 a r t: 11 
I cannot si ng t une s t hat great men have sung . 
I cannot f ollow r oads great men have gone , 
I am not here t o sing t he songs they ' ve2aung , I t hink I ' m here t o make a r oad my own. 
The above line weTie taken from one of the sonnets f r om 
20stuart , Stor i e s Q:y Jesse Stuar t , Qll. cit ., p . 81. 
Man !iit.h g, Bull- Tongue Plow . The reader wi ll note that 
there are three negat ive verb forms in the first three 
lines . Stuart obv iously chooses not t o use "natural di a l ect . " 
While t he verb "can sing 11 is in the present tense , Stuart 
levels the tone by not contract i ng the verb and the adverb 
t o form the higher sounding word 11 can 1 t . 11 Not only is the 
negative verb form slowed and the 11 1ower 11 tore produced 
but also the speed of the entire sentence is slowed, thus 
produci ng more thought . 
In the shor t story Stuart is freer with the use 
of the negative verb form and use s more 11 natural dialect" 
and contractions . I f Stuart is to be exact and have his 
characters speak a dialect that is characteristic of the 
people of Eastern Kentucky, he must have variations of the 
negative form such as 11 ain 1 t 11 for the form 11 am not . 11 
The following lines taken from the short story , "He ' s 
Not Our People , 11 serves as an example of Stuart ' s use of 
the verb form "ain 1 t · 11 , 
!111/here am I plugged ? 11 says vlhirly. 
"You ain 1 t plugged , ifuirly , 11 says .Iim : 
11 ·~fou ' ve been sc int on th 1 temple . Come 
nigh as a pea gett i n you through . I f 
th ' bullet had cut i n a quarter ~ 1 a inch 
closer you ' d a - been a dead man . 11 
\'Then Jim tells Whirly that he i s not shot , he 11 speaks 11 
i n the 11natural dialect . 11 The word 11 plugged 11 is subst i tuted 
for the verb 11 shot . 11 By using a longer verb , Stuart l evels 
the tone because of t he length of time requi red to say 
the verb '' Plugged , 11 and the vowel 11u 11 is "lower 11 in t one 
21stuart, M:L ~Has g, Voice , .Q.12 • .Q..1.t., p . 57 . 
than vowel 11 0 11 in the verb shot. Even though Stuart uses 
the "natural dialect" i n the verb f orm "ain't plugged , " 
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he levels the 11 high11 t one of the vowels 11 a" and 11 i 11 with a 
longer verb which has a 11 l ow11 t one . 
I nfinitive and Present Participle 
The i nfi nitive and present partic i ple verb form 
are other forms that are frequentl y used in the "natural 
dialect 11 of the Eastern Kentucky people . When the people 
of this area use the infinitive or present participle verb 
f orm , the usage is generally poor grammar. The infinitive 
i s usually preceded by a word . An example of this usage is 
the phrase 11 to tell" preceded by the word 11 f or t o tell ." 
Another characteristic of the Kentucky mountain people is 
the droppi ng of the 11 g11 in the verbs end ing i n 11 -ing . 11 As 
the critic Carl Van Doren has noted , Jesse Stuart does not 
form his dialect i n poetry through the use of the apostrophe . 
This may be seen i n the f ollowing lines of poetry : 
I' ve fourteen kids a- living and two dead , 
Sylvester , Tronnie, and Silas and Min--
Oscar , Tommy , and Mi tch and Dan and Quinn , 
Tow Headi and Scout , Will , Mary Ann and N~~ ' 
And Litt e Tess and one unnamed are dead . 
I n the first line of the above quotation, Stuart uses the 
verb 11 -'ve a - l iving . 11 The verb 11 a - living 11 i s clearly 
22stuart, Stories :Qy Jesse Stuart , fill.· cit . , p. 73 . 
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"natural d i alect , 11 and yet Stuart does not drop the 
consonant ' g" whi ch is natural f or people l i vi ng i n his area . 
Ther efor e , Van Doren i s correc t i n his statement that Jesse 
Stuar t does not form di alect i n hi s poetr y through the use 
of apostrophes . The plac i ng of t he vowel 11 a '' before t he verb 
living produces t he phonet ic /ah/ sound and tones down 
the vowel 11 i 11 and t he 11 -ing . 11 
J esse Stuart u ses t he 11 natural di a l e ct" o.fl the 
i nf init i ve and present participl e verb f orms i n his shor t 
stor i es . If his char acters are to "speak" a dia l ect 
char acter i stic t o t he people of Eastern Kentucky , he nrust 
have them 11 speak'' i n a l anguage that i s t rue t o the setti ng . 
In t he fol low i ng paragraphs taken from the short story 
"Henpecked , " Stuart freely omits the consonant 11 g11 fr om 
the verb s end i ng i n 11 i ng . 11 
"And he tal ked about you and I ss i ah r unnin 
the place and told me t o come and tell both 
of you when I t old him I was goin to tell 
you on him . Oh , but he got mad . 11 
"Shut up ! He i s right here now , 11 says 
Symanthia , ."and let me do the talkin--11 23 
No f ewer than three verbs end i ng i n 11 ing 11 are used by 
Stuart in the above paragraphs . From the syntactical 
arr angement of the sentences , one readily sees that the 
"speech" i s that of the unedcated . In keep i ng wi th the 
"natural dialect ," Stuar t has omitted the consonant 11 g11 
of the 11 i ng 11 verbs , thus produc i ng the "low" tone that 
is characteristic of Stuart ' s area . 
23stuart , Head Q' \·I-Hollow , illl· cit . , p . 39 . 
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Phrases 
Of all the verb f orms , the "natural d i alect" 
phrase i s u sed consistently by Stuart i n his poetry and 
short stor i es when the 11uneducated" or "aged" mountianeer 
" speaks ." Again the reader will note the first l i ne from 
a previous poetry quotation : 
I' ve f ourteen ki ds a- livi ng and two dead , 2lt 
The ver b "liv i ng" carries a high sound . However , ·when 
Stuart adds the vowel "a" before the verb " l iving , " the 
sound i s t oned down because of the control that the 
vowel exercises i n determining the "conscious sound pattern. " 
One does not hear the higher uli ving , 11 but concentrates 
more on the preced i ng phonetic /ah/ sound . Stuart uses 
the 'hatural dialect" verb phrase more freely in his short 
stor i es to create t he l anguage of the "uneducated . 11 
I n his u se of "nat ural dialect" verb phrases , 
Stuart is not cons i stent in his use . The fo llowing lines 
will show his inconsi stency and use of the "natural 
dialect11 phrase ver b f orms : 
I' d never heard that anybody was a - taki n ' 
Jeff Ski nner 1 s strawberries either . ·when anything 
l i ke this happens on the creek where I live , 
everybody ' s a - talkin 1 about it . One thing 
the people on th ' creek where I live don ' t 
like, and that ' s a thief . 25 
I n these few lines Stuar t has used the "natural di alect" 
24stuart , St ori· es 'ov Jesse St rt •t 73 ~ ua , .QJ2. £1..... ., p . • 
2 5 Ibid • , p • 3 9 • 
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phrase verb form twice . The addition of the phonet ic 
sound / ah/ by add i ng the extra vowel 11 a 11 had produced 
" l ower " tone verbs . Also, the omitting of the consonant 
"g" has produced a "lower" effect. Stuart could have 
toned the lines more by using the verb "knowed" in place 
of the verb "knows'' in the fourth line . 11 Knowed" is ' 
frequently u sed by the uneducated and aged folk of Eastern 
Kentucky . 
Whether Jesse Stuart i ntent ionally tones his writing 
or is carel ess is of signif icant i nter est . Of t he six 
verb fo rms , Stuart u ses only two "natural di alect" verb 
f orms character ist ic t o the people of Eastern Kentucky 
which clearl y indicates that his poetr y contains more "literary 
dialect" than "natural dialect . " Example s are given showing 
that Stuart could have used the other four "natural d i alect" 
verb for ms . From Stuart 's statement about toning down the 
amount of dialect that he uses in his current writings, 
one may conclude that Stuart ' s use of dialect i n poetry 
is car efully contolled . Other evidence points to the 
care that Stuar t take s in polishing his poetry after 
critics attacked his construction and form . 
I n his short stories Stuart freely uses "natural 
dialect" that is char acteristic of the people of Eastern 
Kentuclcy who speak in a "low" and "middle" t one which is 
generally of a falling nature. Now that examples of Stuart ' s 
writing have been applied t o Atwood 's verb survey , an application 
of the verbs used by Stuar t will be applied to Rob son ' s 
method for scienti f i cally measur i ng t one i n wr i ting . 
APPLICAT ION OF ROBSON 1S THE ORCHESTRA Q.E. ~LANGUAGE 
Robson 1 s method for scienti f ically measuring the 
t one and striking power of the verbs will be applied 
t o the verb f orms found in the preceding section. Si nce 
quota t ions from Jesse Stuart 1 s poetry and short stor i es 
were given as be i ng representative of his writing and for 
each verb form, only the verbs from those quotations will 
be analyzed for tone and striking power . Tables from 
Robson ' s The Orchestra .Qf. tl"e Language have been provided 
at the front of th i s monograph and gi ve . the following 
information: relative striking power value , relative 
mean t i me i n seconds , r elative tone level of vowels , 
effect s of neighboring consonants on vowels, time duration 
in seconds, str iking power , and t one value . 
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Table number one sums up numerically all the phoneti~ 
values i n relative striking power value , relat i ve mean 
time in second s , and r elative t one level of vowels . 
Because of its economy and comprehensiveness , table number 
one will be the most fr equently used. 
Table number two give:> the average time duration 
of groups of vowels and consonants of general Amarican 
speech at a speaking rate of one hundred and forty~eight 
words per minute . Use of this chart depends on the writer ' s 
judgment of whether a sound i s to be shared between two 
adjacent words or syllables . Judgments of this kind 
depend on under standing when the voice will probably 
slur certain sequences of sound . When speech does slur , 
an allocation of half of the sound's duration t o each of 
the two syllables or words does not destroy the time 
pattern . Slurring also depends on the interest and 
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emphas i s that a probable reader-listener gi ves t o specific 
words. Robson ' s evaluating method applies only to writ i ng 
since i nterpretation could destroy the natural time pattern. 
Tha:t is . why only the writer ' s judgment can decide the sound ' s 
duration in doubtful cases. 
The third table , tone vocabulary , provides numerical 
listing for the high , middle , and low tone vowels . The two 
key numbers f or th.is table are seven and eighteen . The 
tone value of seven or l ess is classified as a low-toned 
syllable. The tone value between seven and thirteen i s 
classified as a middle - toned syllable or word . The t one 
value of eighteen or above is classified as a high- toned 
syllable or word . When using this table , one must observe 
certain rules for the tabulation of the numerical tone value : 
When the high vowels are surrounded by two low-
toned consonants or semi vowels, subtract 1 from 
the tone number of the syllable or word . 
For example : the tone value of the vowel §.§. 
in peel is 26 . Both consonants in the ward 
have low- t one levels . Therefore 1 is subtracted 
from 26 . The tone value of peel is 25 . 26 
There are nine rules that one must use when u sing table 
three. By following these rules , a scientific application 
will a llow exact numer i cal tone values t o be gi ven to each verb . 
26Robson , .QQ • .Q..lt.., p . 157 . 
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Table number f our enables one t o accurately mea sure 
the striking power of words . Striking power is important 
to a writer because he must accurately hear the sounds 
of sp~ech , and must judge the phonet ic value s of words 
under the conditions of their use. The range of striking 
power is divided i nto the following divisions : ten, twenty, 
thirty , and forty . The striking power number s between 
ten and twenty is considered by Robson t o be extremely 
weak . Numbers between twenty and thirty indi cate average 
syllabic power . Striking power numbers over thirty , 
especially in the neighborhood of 40 , represent the louder 
syllables . Number s over f orty i nd icate syll ables that 
have exceptionally high striking power . By using the tables 
provided by Robson , scientific measurement of the t one of 
.J esse Stuart ' s wr iting is given . Robson 1 s method f or evalu-
ating tone and striking power i s first appl i ed t o the verbs 
that Stuart uses in poetry. The other part of the evaluation 
and application are applied t o Stuart 1 s characteristic 
use of verbs i n his short stories . 
Verbs i n Jesse Stuart 1 s Poetry 
Only two specific "natural dialect 11 verb forms 
are used by Stuart in his poetry, the tense verb f orm and 
the phrase verb form . When using the other four verb 
forms--personal f orms of the present i ndicat i ve , number 
and concord , negat i ve f orms , and i nf i nity and present 
participle--he uses "literary dialect" which does not give 
his verb f orms a d istinguishing characteristic 11 flavor . 11 
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However , of the two verb f orms in which he does use "natural 
dialect , 11 the appl ication of Robson ' s method f or evaluating 
tone and striking power shows that his poetry, particularly 
his early poems and sonnets , are of a "low11 or "middle" 
tone and generally of a fall i ng nature . 
In the poetry quotation for the tense verb form, 
Stuart uses the verbs 11 wallced 11 ''went 11 "wrote 11 "was " 
' ' ' ' 
"lm_ow , 11 and "write ." All except t he last two verbs are 
i n the past tense . When poetry is wri tten i n the past 
t ense , there is a loss of intensity and emotion . The verbs 
are composed of low vowels and express melancholy feelings . 
The first verb 11 walked 11 i s in the past tense . The vowel 
11 a 11 has the phonetic sound /aw/ which has a striking power 
value of 29 and takes . 17 seconds to speak , a relat i vely 
. long time . The vowel 11 e 11 i n the suffix 11 - ed 11 becomes 
silent and the consonant "d 11 is heard which has a striking 
power of only 2 and a speaking time of . 07 seconds . Thus , 
the word 11 walked 11 is treated as a one vowel word . The phonetic 
/aw/ on the t one vocabulary table has a value of 6 which 
is a 11 l ow11 tone syllable . 
The second verb 11 went 11 is also in t he past tense . 
The vowel 11 e 11 has the phonetic sound /ee/ which has a 
striking power of 26 and a time duration of . 17 seconds . 
On : the t one vocabulary chart the phonetic value is 26 which 
is a 11 high11 tone val ue . When a tone value is rated this high, 
Robsrn. disregards the tone i nfluence of consonants and 
s emivowels . For practical purposes their i nfluence is negligi ble . 
In the verb 11 wr ote , 11 the vowel 11 0 11 has the phonetic 
sound YohY which has a str iking power of 28 and a speaking 
time of .1 7 second s . The number 28 is a 11 h i gh11 s tr i king 
power which is characteristic of the verbs used by Stuart 
i n his poetry. On the tone vocabulary chart the phoneti c 
sound /oh/ has a t one value 2 which i s extremely 11 low 11 i n t one . 
The fourth verb , 11 was, 11 is a short word which is 
also 11 l ow11 in tone . The vowel 11 a 11 takes t he phonet ic sound 
\) /u/, and has the 11high11 striking power of 27 with the time 
duration of .1 2 . On the t one vocabulary chart , the phonet i c 
" sound /u/ has the t one value of 6 which i s rated as "middle l ow. 11 
11 Know, 11 the f i fth verb used by Stuart , also i s 
a one syllable word . The vowel 11 0 11 has the phonetic sound 
of /oh/ , and has 11 high11 str i king power of 28 with the t i me 
· of .1 7 required for speaking . On t he tone vocabulary chart , 
t he phonet ic sound has the value of 2, another extremely 
11 low11 tone . 
The verb 11·wr i te11 is in t he pre sent tense . The 
vowel 11 i 11 has the phonetic sound / i / whi ch has the striking 
power of 30 and a . 22 second time requirement f or speaki ng . 
Because the verb i s i n the present tense , and present tense 
verbs are hi gher in i ntensity , the phonet ic sound carries 
t he t one value of 24- whi ch is ''high. 11 
In t he other verb phrase f orm in wh ich Stuart u ses 
11 natural dialect , 11 the phrase verb form , 11a -living 11 wa s used . 
Analyzed as two separate \'!Ord s , the vowel 11 a 11 take s the phonetic 
sound /ah/ wi th the 11 h i gh11 str iking power of 28 and a speaki ng 
time of . 17 . The phonet i c sound /ah/ has the value of 8 
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on the tone vocabulary chart . The other part of the verb, 
·!.!.l iving 11 i s a two syllable , but only the f i rst syllable 
will be con sidered for tone value since the phonetic sound 
/ng/ has no effect . The syllable 11 liv11 contains the vowel 
11 i 11 which has the phonetic sound / i / . The phonetic sound 
/ i/ has a high str i king power of 24 and requires a speaking 
time of .1 2 . On the tone vocabulary chart , the phonetic 
sound has the value of 12 which is a 11 middle 11 t one . 
After applying Robson ' s method t o scientifically 
measure the striking power and tone i n words, some useful 
conclusions may be noted . In the short st ories and poetry 
of Jesse Stuart , there is a preference for the use of verbs 
that are either 11 middle 11 or 11 1ow11 in tone . Out of the verbs 
analyzed , only two contained 11 high 11 tone values on the vocabulary 
. chart , and these verbs were in the present tense . Secondly , 
the verbs have a high striking power and require a longer 
speaking time . The longer the speaking time , the l ess 
intensity and feeling . Therefore , i n the poetry of Jesse 
Stuart, there is limited use of "natural dialect" that is of 
a 11middle11 and 11 low11 tone , and of a falling nature . 
Verbs i n Jesse Stuart ' s Short Stor i es 
In his short stories Jesse Stuart uses "natural 
dialect" in all six verb forms . In the quotation for the 
tense form, the following verb forms were noted: 11 - ' d a-knowed, 11 
"could a-been," and 11 want. 11 The verb form " - 1 d a-knowcd 11 
is in the past tense which i mmediately indicates a lo"'8r tone. 
To scientifically prove that this and other verb form u sed 
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by Stuart are of a 11 low 11 and 11 middle 11 tone , generally falling 
i n nature, Robson 1 s method f or measuring the tone of words 
i s applied to the verb forms as they are separated for easier 
analyses. The consonant 11d 11 has the striking power of 2 , 
extremely weak , and the short time duration of . 07 . The 
tone value is "middle high. 11 The next part of the verb 
phrase i s the vowel 11 a 11 which has a striking power of 28, 
average syllable power , and a long time duration of . 17 . 
The phonetic sound of the 11 a 11 is /ah/ and has a "middle" 
tone value of 8 . The verb 11 knowed 11 will be analyzed separately 
but considered as one word . The first letter , the consonant 
11 k~1 has a striking power of . 03 , the shortest speaking time , 
and no effect on the tone value . The consonant 11 n 11 has a 
striking power of . 03 , a short speaking time of . 07 , and a 
•
11 middle high11 tone value . The vowel 11 0 11 has an average 
striking power of . 28 , a long speaking time of . 17 , and the 
11 low11 tone value of 2 . Since the next vowel 11 e 11 is silent , 
only consideration is given to the sounded consonant "d 11 
which has an extremely weak relative striking power of 2 , 
a speaking time of . 07 , and has a 11 middle hi gh" tone value . 
Except for the two extremely weak 11d 11 consonants , the entire 
verb phrase is in the "middle '' and 11 low 11 t one value . 
The next phrase, "could a -been , 11 is broken into 
three words f or analyses . The first word 11 could 11 is analyzed 
in its phonet ic spel ling since the consonant 11 c 11 takes a 
11 k 11 sound . Spelled phoneti cally the word 11 could 11 becomes 
(kood) . The first consonant of 11 k 11 has the weak str iking 
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power of 3, a time duration of . 02 , and no effect on the t one 
value . The phonetic sound / oo/ has an average syllable 
s triking power of 20 , a long speaking duration of .1 7 
seconds , and 11 l ow11 tone value of 2 . The consonant 11 d 11 has 
a weak striking power of 2, a short striking time of . 07 , 
and a "middle high" tone effect . The second word in the verb 
phrase, the letter 11 a 11 has the phonetic sound /ah/ , and 
has an average syllable striking power of 28 , a long speaking 
time of .1 7 , and a 11middle 11 t one value of 8 . The third 
word in the phrase , 11 been11 is di vi ded down i nto three parts . 
The first letter , the consonant "b , 11 has a weak striking 
power of 2 , an average speaking time of • 12, and 11 low11 
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tone value . The vowels 11 ee 11 take the phonetic round /i/ 
and have the average syllable striking power of 24 . The 
. consonant /b/ has an extremely weak striking power of 3, a 
speaking time of .1 2, and a "middle high" t one value . With 
the exception of the last word in the phrase , the t one ranged 
from "middle high" to the "low" tone value of 2. 
The thir.d verb, "want , 11 is in the pre sent tense , 
but the tone is not high and intense . The first consonant 
11 w11 has the weak striking power of 5, the speaking time of 
. 07, a 11middle low" tone value . The vowel 11 a 11 has an 
average striking power of 28 , a speaking time of . 17, and 
a 1iniddle 11 tone value of 8 . The consonant ~n11 has the weak 
striking power of 3, the average speaki ng time of . 12, 
and a "middle high" tone value . By taking the entire word 
and adding the striking power time , the speaking time, and 
the numeri cal tone value, a combined analysis of the word 
may be made . The verb 11 want 11 has a louder striking power 
of 39, the longest time duration , and a "mi ddle" tone value 
of 8 . 
After appl ying Robson ' s method f or measuring the 
str i king power and t one in words used by Stuart in his short 
st or i es , i dentical conclusions are made that compare with 
hi s verb use in poetry. As previously stated , there is a 
preference for the use of verbs that are of a "middle" 
and 11 1ow11 t one . Of the verbs i n the above verb phrases , 
all were either "middle" or "low" tone verbs with the exception 
of 11been" which was "high . 11 Secondly , the verbs have 
a high striking power and require a longer speaking time 
whi ch causes a l oss of intensity and feel i ng . On the above 
. s ci enti f i c information, Jesse Stuart ' s writ i ng in short 
s t ories and poetry does contain more verbs and verb phrases 
which are "low" and "middle" tone , and are characteri stic 
of the usage of the people of Eastern Kentucky . 
Chapter 5 
SUMMARY 
Through car eful anal yses of t he str uctures of 
dial ect used in the short stor i es and poetry of Jesse Stuar t , 
a Kentucky writer indigenous t o Eastern Kentucl~r , some useful 
data and findings have been revealed . These findings are 
of suffici ent val ue t o determine the direction schoJars 
can t ake t o examine the unique workings of dialect structures 
in other wr i ters works . 
The structU.re of dialect searched f or aw revealed 
was t he use of the verb in the poetry and short stor i es 
of Stuart that i s character i sti c of the verb usage by the 
.peopl e of Eastern Kentuch-y . Through the use of Atwood 1 s 
verb survey , six ve:-b f orms were used as guides f or judging 
whether the verb usage of the people of Eastern Kentucky 
agreed wi th the verb use i n the poetry and short stories 
of J esse Stuart . Analyses showed that of the s i x verb 
forms , only two were used by Stuart in f orming a d i alect 
in hi s poetry that was "natural" t o the dial ect of Eastern 
Kentucky . The f i rst verb f orm i n which "natural dialect" 
was i ncorporated was the use of the past tense . Study shows 
t hat hi s earl ier poems are written i n t he past tense which 
produces verbs having " middle '' and "l ow" t ones , and which 
are general ly of a falling nature . The second verb form 
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i n which "natural diale ct 11 was used i s the phrase verb form . 
Again , study shows a preference f or the "low11 and "middle" 
t one verbs with the addition of a word or words t o slow 
the speed and t one the intensity of the verb . 
In the short storie s Stuart uses all of the "natural 
d i a l ect" verb f orms . To create character s t hat are exact 
and true t o the sett i ng, Stuart has t he character 11 speak11 
accor ding to his background and education . The uneducated 
charact er speaks more ''natural dialect" which conta ins 
grammatical error s and syntact i cal arrangements that are 
p e.c uliar to the area of Eas tern Kentucky . The words 
used by the uneducated character ar e of a 11 low 11 t one nature 
because the people of Eastern Kentucky use "low" sound:1ng 
words t hat assoc i at e and i dent i f}i: with the soil . The 
educated character in Stuart's short stories do not 11 speak" 
"natural dialect , 11 but usep a more "literary dialect" which 
is more true t o his character . With modern highways , new 
developments in t eachi ng and communicat ions , and other changes 
be ing made i n Eastern Kentucky that expose the peopl e t o a 
modern wor l d , the speech and d ialect is chang i ng . As the 
speech and dialect of Eastern Kentucky changes , so has the 
writing in the poetry a nd short stories of Jesse Stuart with 
l ess and l ess 11natural dialect . 11 
Thr ough the applicat ion of Robson ' s method f or 
scientifically measuring the striki ng power and t one of 
words used by Jesse Stuart i n his shor t stories and poetry , 
t he fol l ow ing conclusions are made : first , there is a 
preference for the use of verbs that are of a "middle" 
and "low" tone; second, the verbs have a hi gh striking 
power and require a longer speaking time which causes a 
loss of i ntensity and feeling in Stuart 's short stories 
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and poetry. Based on the scientific i nformation , Jesse 
Stuart ' s earlier short stories and poetry contain more 
verbs and verb phrases which are "low" and 11 middle 11 tone , 
and are characteristic of the "natural dialect" used by the 
people of Eastern Kentucky . 
, 
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ATWOOD'S VERB FORMS I N THE EASTERN UNITED STATES 
I. Tense Forms 
Ask 
Begin 
Bite 
Blow 
Boil 
Break 
Bring 
Burst 
Buy 
Catch 
Climb 
Come 
Dive 
Do 
Drag 
Draw 
Dream 
Drink 
Drive 
Drown 
Eat 
Fi ght 
Fi t 
Freeze 
Give 
Grow 
Hang 
Hear 
Heat 
Help 
Kneel 
Knit 
Know 
Learn 
Lie 
Might 
Plead 
Ride 
Ring 
Rise 
Run 
See 
Shrink 
Sit 
Spoil 
Steal 
Sweat 
Swell 
Swim 
Take 
Teach 
Tear 
Throw 
Wake 
Wear 
Write 
II. Personal Forms of the Present I nd icative 
I says ' said ' 
I work, we work 
I have 
I be, he be, etc. 
He does 
III. Number and Concord 
You were 
We were 
People think 
IV. Negative Forms 
Am not 
Have not 
Was not 
Do not 
He doesn ' t 
What makes 
He looks like, favors, etc. 
She rinses 
It costs 
Here are 
There are 
Cabbages are 
Will not 
Ought not 
Dare not 
Didn't use to 
V. Infinitive and Present Participle 
. 
To tell 
Going 
VI . Phrases 
Might could 
Like to fell 
Singing and laughing 
Belongs to be 
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"Accidental Death ," HO' WH , pp . 122- 28. 
" Aga i nst t he Sunset, " Globe , 1 :1 7- 22 . 
nAi n ' t Measured ," Southwest Review , 25 : 156-1 65. 
"All Together Again ," Classmate , 67:2-4 . 
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"All Over Hell 's Acre ," EsQuire , 13 : 56 , 137-138 , 140 , 142 . 
"The Anglo Saxons of Auxier v i lle ," Prof i le , 11: 8- 9 ,22- 4 . 
11 Angel in the Pasture , 11 Esquire , 51: 49-50 . 
"Another April ," Harper ' s Magazine , 185: 256-260. 
Another Thanksgiving , " Southwest Review 30 :37-41 . 
" Any Man Can Marry ," Univers i ty of Kansas City Review , 
15:1 8-23 . 
!'Anythi ng Can Happen Here ," Decade of Short Stories , 2: 9-11. 
"Apr i l Again ," Mountain Life and Work, 23:16- 20 . 
" Appl e T.h ief" , Educational Forum, 7:39-44 . 
"Arch i e th 1 0ddl i n 1 ," American Mercury , 49 : 68-74 . 
"Ar.mentra 1 s Her i tage ," Household , 50: 11 , 28-31. 
" Around This World ,'.' Land, 12:403 -407 . 
" As a Man Thinketh , 11 Esquire , 44 : 66 , 151-15'3 . 
"As the People Choose , 11 Esguire, 14: 36, 191-197. 
"As Ye Sow, So Shall Ye Reap , " Scholastia, 49: 25-6 , 36 . 
"Ascension of. Authumn: a Rhapsody , 11 Southern Li terary Messenger , 
1: 16- 27. . 
"Back Track, 11 Prairie Schqoner , 26 : 62-9 . 
11 A Bad Disease," HO'WH, pp . 193-209. 
11 The Basket Dinner, 11 Esquire, 11: 48-9, 1 o4, 106 . 
"Battle From the Vest i bule ," Tomorrow , 3: 36-39. 
"Before the Grand Jury," Southwest Review , 21:1 69-176 . 
11 The Bellin' of the Bride," H0 1WH , pp. 210-31. 
"Betwixt Life and Death," EsQ:ttire , 12: 4o-1, 132, 134, ,136, 
"Beyond the News in Still Hollow," Esquire , 20:71, 257-58, 
260, 262, 264. 
"Bird-Neck, 11 Scribner's Commentator, 7:10-4. 
"Biting Doodlebug , 11 University Review , 8:156- 60. 
"Blink1 s Bombastic Bumblebee Corn , 11 Sign, 29:36-39, 72. 
"Blue Morning Glories, 11 Progressive Farmer , 68 :66-72. 
"The Blue Tick Pig," E-sauire, 7:36-37, 200-203. 
"Braska Comes Through, 11 American Mercury , 51:47-53. 
11Brother-in -law , Eif Tongs ," Story, 15:73-81. 
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11 Brother Spencer Takes a Bride, 11 Esquire , 10:38-39, 160, 162-63. 
"Brothers," Household, 38 :4-5,12-13, 15, 18 , 25. 
"Bury Your Dead , 11 Esquire, 18: 50-51 , 93. 
"Bushels of Trouble, 11 fil.&n, 25: 32-3 5. 
11 C~talogue girl , 11 Commonweal, 40:57-60. 
11 The Champion , " Story, 19:77-81. 
11 The Champ ions," University of Kansas City Reyiew, 23:135-140. 
"The Chase of the Skittish He i fer ," Progressive Farmer , 67:40, 
42-46. 
11 Chapter From a Last Novel,'' Commonweal, 33: 565-568 . 
"Charles," Scholastic, 35:11-12. 
ttChristmas in the Valley," Ladies Home Journal, 69:38-39 , 81-83. 
"The Clearing ," Ladies Home Journal, 71 :46 , 60. 
"The Clearing in the Sky ," Household , 49: 8-9, 63, 65. 
11 ACC1ose Shave ;" Commonweal , 37:514-17. 
11 Color of the Wind ,'' American Prefa ces , 2 : 174:76 . 
"Come Gentle Spring ,: Esquire , 42 : 126, 208- 10 . 
"Coming Down the Mountain ," cs , pp. 147-59. 
"Competition at Slush Creek," Salute, 2:22-23. 
11 County Gather-All Day," Arizona Quarterly, 14:219-25. 
11 Cousin Carl," Decade of Short Stories , 3:15. 
"The Cousins, 11 American Book Collector, 9:25-29. 
"The Crazy Professor," Esquire , 11:72-73, 179-81. 
"Culp Creek in October, 11 Decade of Short Stories, 2:32-36. 
11Dark Winter, 11 H0 1 \ffi, pp. 67-92. 
11 Dawn of Remembered Spring, 11 f!arper' s Bazaar, 76: 74-92. 
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"The Day the Greenoughs Triumphed ," Kansas Magazine , .1958: 7-12. 
11Death and Decision, 11 Peabody Reflector , 24:7-10. 
"Death Comes to· Nicodemous , 11 Prairie Schooner , 15:141-48 i 
"Death Has Two Good Eyes , 11 Esquire, 18 :11 8-19, 227-228 . 
"Destiny in Your Hands," Classmate, 44:1 -2, 14-15. 
"The Devil and Television, 11 Ameri ca n Mercury, 73 :37-46 . 
"Drone and Little Drone, 11 Tomor row, 5: 9-11. 
"Eighty-one Summers , 11 Esgui r e, 52: 75- 78 . 
"Election, 11 Prairie Schooner , 13: 220-27 . 
"Eustacia, 11 Hou sehol d , 38 : 2-3, 12, 1 5, 18 . 
11 Evidence is High Proof, 11 Esauire , 27: 56-57, 173 - 75. 
"Eyes of an Eagle, 11 Esguire , 12: 98- 99 , 214 , 216,21 8 . 
11 Ezra Alcorn and April, 11 Georgia Reyiew , 10 :405- 412 . 
11 The Faded Flag , 11 Globe , 1: 84-86. 
"Family Affair , 11 Educa tiona l For um, 20:50-57 . 
11Family J our, 11 Iconogr anh Ma gazine , no. 3 unpaged. 
11Fast-train Ike, 11 Esquir e, 7 :41+-45, 194, 197-98, 200 , 203-04. 
11Father, Son , and Soil , 11 Progress i ve Farmer , 61:1 8 , 46 , 50. 
11Fern;1 Litera ry Amer ica , 2: 762-778 . 
11 The Ferry , 11 Southern Agr i cultur is t , 77 :20, 81. 
11Fight No. 25," Col l ier 's, 11 9:20 , 52, 56 , 58 . 
nThe 'Fit i fied ' Ma n ," Esauire , 15: 53, 100- 01. 
"Fl i ght t o Freed:m , 11 Classmate , 64 : 2- 3 ,- 14- 15. 
"For the Love of Bra ss , " Esquire , 15: 41, 167-1 71. 
"Free i ng o f J a son vlhi teapple , 11 Esquire , 16 :73, 251-54 . 
"Frog Tr ounci n ' Cont est ," Stor y, 24:41-47. 
"From t he Mountain s o f Pike ," Georgia Review , 7 : 134-45. 
"Gallons or Bushel s?" American Mercury , 44:1 94- 207 . 
Gather-all i n the Hollow," Esquire , 17 :45, 144- 46 . 
"Goin ' t o th ' Butt i n ' , 11 Esquire , 7: 48-49 , 242- 47 . 
"A Good Gardener," Univers i ty of Kansas Ci t y Review , 
25:272- 80 . 
"Gover mr ofKentucky , 11 HO ' WH , pp . 313- 338 . 
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"Governor Warburton ' s Right- Hand Man , 11 Virginia Ouarterly Review , 
24 : 235- 44 . 
"Grandpa ," Prair i e Schooner , 16 : 20- 23 . 
"Gr andpa Bi rdwell 1 s Last Battle ," Esquire , 16: 58 , 123 - 24 , 126 . 
"The Great Cherokee Bi ll ," Educati onal Forum , 7: 237- 243 . 
" The Greatest Short Story i n the World , " Georgia Revi ew , 
7 :443-49 . 
"Green Clouds Against the Wi nd , 11 Scholastic , 62 : 26- 28 . 
" Ha ir ," American Mercurv , 38 :311-20 . 
" The Hangi n ' of Wi llard Bellstr ase ," Esauire , 18 :44-45 , 143- 45. 
" A Happy Rermion , 11 Presbyterian Life , 5: 38- 39 . 
" Head 0 1 th 1 Hollow, 11 Yale Review , 25 : 169-88 . 
" Henpecked , " HO' WH , pp . 34- 53 . 
" Her e , 11 University of Kansas Ci ty Review , 24 : 287 - 93 . 
" He ' s Got Another one out ," Southern Literary Messenger , 
4 : 215-218; 
"He ' s Not Our People , " Esgu ire , 11: 54-55. 
"Home i s Where the Heart is , " Countrv Gentlema n , 119 : 23 , 77- 80 . 
" Hoot Owls Over Washington ," Art esian , 3: 3- 4 , 6 • 
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"The Horse Trad i ng Trembles ," Pie, 19:3637 , 115-1 7 . 
"How Ox Fit Wi th Death," Esauire , 14 :44 , 132-34. 
"How Santa Claus Came t o Beecher's Cove ," ?roe-ressive 
Farmers, 63, 4o, 42- 44 , 46 . 
"How Sportsmanship Came to Carver College," Esguire, 
26:111,321-26 . 
"How to Tell a Story ," Educational Forum , 24:307-310. 
" Huey , the Engineer," Esguire , 8 : 36~7 182 , 184 , 187- 88 . 
"Huntress and the Huntea , 11 Western Revi ew, 12: 42-51 . 
61 
"I Can Climb Higher Than You," Arizona Quart erly, 15:121-27. 
"I Didn't Steal The ir Briar- Scythe ," University Review , 
8 : 108-1 4 . 
"I Remember Moll i e ," Southwest Revi ew , 31 : 95- 99 . 
"I Whipped an Enemy ," Scholast ic, 37: 24- 25. 
"If I Were Seventeen Again," Country Gentl eman , 124 :38 , 121-25. 
"The Judge Take s a Holiday ," Amer ican Mercury , 46 :1 89- 99. 
"Jumping the Broom," Coll i er ' s 101: 26-28 . 
"Kentucky Constables ," Globe , 1: 49-52. 
"Kentucky Hi l l Dance ," New Republic ,79 :1 5-1 6 . 
"King of the Hills ," Esguire , 17 : 73, 113-14. 
"Lady ," Progre ssive Farmer , 58 :11,1 8 . 
"Lancelot and Elaine ," The St ar Weekly(Toront o), ma gazine 
section , no . 2 p . 3 . 
"Land Grabbing and Uncle Mel ," Commonweal, 38 : 533 - 536 . 
"A Land Beyond t he River ," Esguire , 7 : 36- 37 , 166 , 168 , 171-72 . 
"Land of our enemies , 11 Tomorrow, 4 : 21-24 . 
"Last Method ,~1 Eductional Forum, 8: 265- 70 . 
" The Last Ro.und Up ," Esguire , 1. 4 : 84- 85, 279- 81. 
"Law i n Popp i e ' s Ves t Pocket , 11 Robert Lowerv ' s New Li ttl.e 
Man , 1 : 1 -1 3 • 
"Lean Shadows i n the Val ley , 11 ColJ i er ' s, 126: 28- 29 . 
"Little Briar , 11 Educational Forum , 6 : 20-23 . 
11 Lfttle Giant , " Col lier ' s, 100 :1 6-1 7 . 
"Loadstone i n My Stummick , 11 Accent , 1:1 60- 67 . 
"Log Shacks a nd Lonesome Waters , " HOWH , pp . 339-342 . 
"Love ," Story , 16: 85-87. 
tLoS"t Land of Youth , 11 Land , 9 : 27- 34. 
"Love and the Law ," Georgia Revi ew , 8 : 377-85. 
62 
"Love Beyond the Law ," Country Gentleman , 11 8:·20 -21 , 75- 77 , 80- 82. 
"Love i n the Summer , " Collier ' s , 101:12-13, 54- 56 . 
uLucretia," Household, 40 :10, 14-15, 42-43. 
"The Malingering of Uncle Tom," Esquire , 22:72-73, 253-57. 
"The Man Thought He Could Act ," Com-nonweal , 38 :1 41 -1 45. 
"The Man Who Painted School House s ," Country Gentl eman , 
123:30, 92- 96 . 
"The Man Vlho ·lould No t Di e , " Ame r i can Ma p;azine , 133: 20- 22 . 
"The Masterpiece ," CJassmat e , 45:1-2, 12 . 
"Men of the Mountains," Scribr:-er ' s Ma r:azine , 100 : 57- 61 . 
"Miss Anna ' s Asleep !" Land , 9:321 - 25 . 
"Mom," Househol d , 35: 24 , 39 . 
"Mom' s World- - and Mind , " Househol d , 51 : 10 , 44-49 . 
"The Moon Child From Wolfe Creek , " Country Gentleman , 
121 : 30 ' 134-13 7. 
"Moonin ' Round the Mountain ," Collier ' s 103 :11, 35-36 . 
"Mountai n Poorhouse ," New Republic , 81 : 42-4J. 
"The Muddy Road , " Househol d , 46 : 5, 19 , 21-22. 
11 My Brother ' s Homework ," Charm , pp . 144 , 208-11 (May , 1946 .) 
' My Father is an Educated Man , 11 Esauire , 22 : 39, 160 . 
"My Heart Told . Me 'l!his Was the Place , " Household , 47 : 9 , 55. 
"Nest Egg ," Atlantic Monthly , 173 : 85-89 . 
"New-ground Cor n , " Amer i can Prefaces , 5: 66- 72. 
"No Hero, " Blue Book, 87 : 15-1 9 . 
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"No Petty Thiefr, 11 Esguire, 6:57-59. 
nNo Place f or a Hawk, 11 Progressive Farmer , 63:1 6 , 37 , 39-4-0. 
" Not Without Guns ., 11 Esquire , 12:38- 39, 151-52. 
"Of Yesterday, 11 Southern Literary Mes senger , 1: 274--80 . 
"Old Alec ," Country Gentleman , 11 8 :31 , 175-77. 
"Old Dick, 11 Count r y Gentleman , 117:23, 59- 60 , 62. 
"Old Gore , " Scholastic, 56 : 17-1 9 . 
"Once i n a Lifetime , 11 Educational Forum, 19:199- 205. 
11 One of God ' s Odd l i ng s," Esquire , 7 : 36-37, 192- 93 . 
11 0ne of the Lost Tribe ," HOWH, pp. 266-87 . 
"One , two, three , f our , 11 New Mexico Quarterly , 9 :15-28 . 
11 0tti s and the Good Ne i ghtbor Policy," Christian Heralq , 
78 : 26- 27, 34--36 . 
"Pa," Household , 37: 8- 9 , 18-1 9 , 21 . 
"A Penny's Worth of Character , 11 Progressive Farmer , 63 :34- , 4-0- 4-1 . 
"Persimmon Knocker," Prairie Schooner , 14-: 265-72. 
11 Pink Tea, 11 Sign , 26:4-0-4-3. 
"Phowshare i n Heaven ," Fantasy , no. 26:13 -1 6. 
"Pockets Full of North Wind, " Kentucky Writing edited by 
0 James McCpnkey, Morehead State College , 1954-, pp . 43-4-5 . 
"Pockets Full of South Wind , 11 Partisan Review and Anvil , 3:14--1 6 . 
"The Prettiest Gi rls Live in Plum Grove ," Salute, 2:1 0-11, 50 . 
11Princ ' s Hide, 11 Househol d , 4-6 : 8 , 22, · 24- . 
"Pr odigal Classmate, 11 Cl assma t e , 4-6 :1-2 ,1 0 . 
"Rain i n Tanyard Holl ow, 11 Esquire , 1 5: 55, 160-63 . 
-
"The Rainy Day on Big Lost Creek, 11 Country Gentleman , 
1 21 : 28 -2~, 92-93 , 95- 96 , 98 . 
"Rank Hester.' s Hired Help, 11 Southwest Review, 29 : 54-2-53 . 
11Read Jacket, the Knockin ' Spirit ," HOWH , pp . 24-5-65. 
11 The Reaper and the Flowers , 11 Georgia Review, 8:1 57 -1 66 . 
"Red Mule and the Changing Wmd , 11 Chi cago, 2: 31-34. 
11 Red Rats of Plum Fork ," Story no. 3: the magazine of the 
short st ory i n book f orm , 1953 , pp . 99-111. 
.. 
"Rendezvous With Happiness , " Christian Home , 14:32-34. 
11Reward, 11 Southwest Review , 30:1 87-91. 
"A Ribbon for Baldy," Cor onet , 40:150-52. 
"Rich Man," Atlant ic Monthly, 164: 533-38. 
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"The Rightful Owner," Walther League Messenger, 57:12-13, 37-39· 
/ 
"Road# One ," Pie , 19:68-69 , 96, 98 , 
"Ro ck and Rye , 11 Columbia, 25: 5, 24 . 
"Rumpus a t the Racoon Church ," Esquire , 19:58- 59 , 143-44 . 
11 The Sacri f ice ," GE=! or ~ia Review , 13: 418- 23 . 
"Sallie ' s Hired Gir l , Minnie ," Hou seho d, 39 :1 0, 14-1 5. 39 . 
"The Sanctuary Desol ated , " Household , 43 :4, 17-1 9. 
"Saturday Holid~r, 11 Pro t:: ress i ve Farmer , 65:7, 36-38 . 
"Saving the Bees ," Esquire , 13:76-77 , 104 ,1 05, 108. 
"The Senator i s Dead ," HOvm . 
"Seth Winters , " in Seaver, Edward , Cross Section , 1945, N. Y., 
L. B. Fi scher , 1945 , pp . 246-53. 
"Shadows at dusk ," Qo mmonweal , 37 : 631-34. 
11 She Kept Her Distance ," Commonweal , 34:584-87. 
11 Sitti n 1 up Wi th Grandma ," Prairie Schooner , 24:349-59 . 
"Six Sugar Maples on the Hill ," Household , 40:4- 5, 27 . 
"The Slipover Sweater," Woman ' s Home Comoanion , 76 : 24- 25 . 
"Snake Blue ," New Republic , 83 :304-05. 
"Snake Teeth," HOWH . 
"Soddy , 11 Chicago, 1: 52- 5'7 . 
"Soldier from the Big Sandy ,'' Deeade of Short St ories, 4:1 5- 20 . 
"Sooner , " Sigri , 27 :40-42 . 
"Sour Grapes ," New Anvil , 1:1 4-24 . 
"Split Cherry Trees ," EsQ.uire , 11: 52-53 . 
"Spring Victory ," Com10'1weal , 37 :111-115. 
"A Stall f or Uncle Jeff , " Esguire , 19 : 60- 61 , 105. 
"Standing the Te st , " Co rn'11onweal , 36 : 395- 98 . 
"The Stor m" Household , 41:4 - 5,9 . 
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"Stud ' s $ 50 Car ," I conograph , no. 2 unpaged (Ma:;-ch 1941. 
"Sweetbird f or Sheriff , " Esquir e , 45: 54- , 132- 34 . 
"Sunday Afternoon Hangi ng ," Esguire , 7 :48-4-9 , 200- 202 . 
"Sylvania is Dead , " Com"1onweal , 37 : 31- 34 . 
11 Tackie , 11 Homan ' s Day , 11 : 44- 45 , 70- 73 . 
"Takes Tv10 t o Agree , " Classmate , 44 : 1-2, 10, 12 . 
"Teacher t o fit the Schedule , " Eclucational Foru."'l , 15:1 67- 75 . 
" Thanksg iving Hunter , " Household , 43 :1, 26- 27. 
"Thir ty two Votes Before Breakfast , " EsQuire , 28 : 83 , 180.;> 185-90 . 
"This Farm f or Sal e ," Pro iTress i ve Far'l1er , 69 :1 9- 56- 57 ,11 4- 116 . 
"The f hing You Love," University of Kansas City Revi ew , 25:1 72- 80 . 
"This i s the Place ," Esguire , 6 : 511- -55, 300 , 302 , 305- 06 . 
"Three Abroad and One at Home," Southwest Review, 29 : 347- 57 . 
"Three Hungred Acres of Elbow Room, " A'"'ler i ~an Mercurv , Sept .,1 935 . 
"Toes ," American Mercur y , 37 : 152- 59 . 
"To Market , t o Market ," Southern Fireside , 1: 24- 26 , 46-49 . 
"Tradel ast , 11 Progressive Farmer , 67 : 84 , 86- 88 , 90 , 92 . 
"Trial by Jury ," Southwest Review , 31 : 403 -407 . 
"The Twelve -pole Road , " South,·1est Review , 26 : 362- 73 . 
"Turn of Corn- meal , " Household , 39 : 4- 5 , 12- 13 , 25. 
"Two ," Commonweal , 34: 366- 369 . 
"Two Hi gh e ' s ;" Colorado Quarterly, 7 : 198- 201, 203 - 204 . 
"Uncle Casper-r , 11 HONH. 
"Uncle Fonse and the Starlings , " Esquire , 8 :40-41 , 202 , 06 . 
"Uncle Fonse Laughed ," Esguire , 6 : 32-33 , 182, 184 , 186 . 
j • • 
"Uncle Java Buzzard," Southwest Review , 24: 4-16-1+33 . 
"Uncl e Jeff , " HOWH , pp . 93-101+ . 
"Uncle Jeff a nd the Family Pride, 11 Esauire , 44-11 9 , 187-88 
190 (Dec . 1955) . 
"Uncle Jeff Had a Way , 11 Southwe st Review , 43:313-19. 
"Uncle J oe ' s Boys ," Esauire , 6: 56- 57 , 221-26. 
"Uncle J ohn , the Bap t ist , " Story, 17:76-83. 
"Vaction i n Heaven ," Haruer ' s 172, 667-73 (May 1936) . 
"Va ct ion i n Hell ," EsQuire , 10: 70-71 , 184-86 . 
"Varied Fruti ," Pr ogressive Farmer, 57:8,26- 27 . 
"The Voting Goodlaws," Southwest Review , 33:342-48. 
"Wagon Load of Coal , " University Review , 7:1 53-60 . 
"Walk i n the Moon Shadows , " Southwest Review, 40 :230-35. 
!lThe War and Cousin Lum," Esguire , 8 ;1: 36-37, 201, 06 . 
"Weep No More , My Lady," Commonweal , 37 : 222- 25. 
"'When the Foxes Flirt ," Esg_uire , 9 , 5: 52- 53 , 160- 61. 
"When the Hen Crows , " Esauire , 15;5: 63 , 131-32. 
"When Mountain Men Make Peace ," Minnesota Quarterly , 
pp . 5-9 (Spring 1950) . 
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"Where Greenback Dollars Grow like Leaves ," Kansas Mae:azlne , 
pp . 42-lf5 ( 1959) . 
"Where No One Shall Follow," Classmate , 45;30:1-2,4/ 
"Whip-Poor -Will i e ," Scribner ' s Ma?'azine , 101, 4: 19-27 . 
"WlJo is Dolly?" Atlanta Journal and Constitution Mae-az i ne , 
pp . 1 8- 1 9 , 3 0 ( June 20 , 1 9 5 2 ) • · 
"Whose Land is This?" Esquire , 18,3:36-37,1 73 -1 75. 
"Wilburn," MM! 
"Wild Honey , ~' Household , 41,11: 8, 11, 46 . 
"Wild Plums , " Household , 41,4:4-5, 20, 31 . 
"The Wind Blew East , " Commonweal , 40 :1 79-1 83. 
nwith April in their Eyes , " Land, 11:11- 15. 
2Woman in the House , 11 Southern Review,- 1: 139-50 . 
"The Word a nd t he Flesh, 11 HOWH . 
"A Yard of String ,n HOWH . 
"Zeke Hammertight ," New Mexican Quarterly Revi ew, 7:161-82, 
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"Albert Diesel," Voices , no. 105: 7 . 
"Album of De s t i ny," Li terary Ameri ca , 2:490-510 
"Aldine Tr i mble ," Dallas News, June 16 , 1940, se c. 4,p.5 
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"For· MHs ," Saturday Review, 38 :33 
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"Four country poems," Harper, 180:506-507 
"Four poems,"· Esquire , 11 :40 
11Four poems, 11 EsQuire , 13 :79 
"Four poems , 11 Pr of i 1 e, 5: 8- 9 
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"Girls of yesterday , " Pict orial Review, 38 : 69 
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"God Walks wi t h me ," Ladie s ' ~Journal , 62:52 
"Goldenrod, " Pr ogressive Farmer , 53:35 
"The gone ," Ladies ' Home JoµrnaJ. , 75 : 28 
"Good men , 11 Good Hou sekeeping , 114:46 
"The grass is gett ing dull ," Adelphi , 8 :388 
"Green river," Ameri can Forests , 63:32 
"A group of poems," Esguire , 16 : 72 
nHarvest ," Pictorial Review, 38 :69 
"Heart flies home ," Ladie s ' Home J o:urnal , 75:160 
"Heart of Amer ica," Country Gentleman , 117:18 
"Heart-summoned ," Ladies ' Home Journal , 70 : 88 
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"I sing Amer i ca now!" Ladi e s ' Home J ournal , 61 : 99 
"Independence , " Hou sehold , 46 : 21 
"Ides of Mar ch ," American Forests , 6l1- : 22- 23 
11 Id i an graveyar d , 11 The Ill.llil .auQ. .:the. .Q.r.u , pp. 6 , 14 
"Infatuat ion ," Twi l i ght Magazine , 1 :8 
" Inqu i ry , " Pal i sad e , 1 : 63 
"Interlude f or mount a i n poet , " Har per , 171_428-429 
"It i s most painful now as I " Sa t urd ay Eveni ng Post , 232: 81 
"It i s t oo late , " Ladie s ' Eome Jour:ial , 66 : 31 
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"John Sammons , " Voi ces , no. 105 : 5 
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"Leaves , 11 Atl anti c Monthly, 168 : 207 
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"Light and shadow, " Saturday Review , 38 : 18 
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"Lincoln walkways , 11 Mountain Herald , 31 : 18- 19 
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"Lonely time , 11 Ladies ' Home J ournal , 62 : 131 (Nov . 1945) 
"Love ballads of the night , 11 Saturday Eveni ng Post , 224 : 75 
"Love song , 11 Land , 11 : 138 (1952) 
"Love , youth and spr i ng , '' Progressive Farmer , 57 :47 
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"March plowman , " Proc;ressive Far:ner , 64 : 76 
"March i ng ," Satur day Review of Liter ature , 24 : 7 
"Mar garet ," Montcla ir Times , Aug. 16 , 1930 , p . 17 
"May I be dead , 11 Saturday Evening_ Post , 223 : 03 
"Modernity , " Household , 48 : 52 
"Mor ning , " The Blue and the Gray , Dec . 1927 , p . 23 
"More mag i c than a dream , " Lad ie s ' Home Journal , 61 : 43 
"Mountain boy ," Progressive Farmer , 64 :46 (June 1949) 
"Mountai n church ," Progresssve Farmer , 54 :35 (Sept . 1939) 
"Mountain farmer ," Br ist ol Herald - Courier , 7/14/29 , sec . 2 , p . 4 
"Mountain funeral , " International Poetry Magaz ine , 7 : 24 
"Mountai n funeral ," repr i nted - N. Y. Times~ Revi ew , p . 2 
"Mountain man ," Mountain Herald , 30: 24 (March 1928) 
"Mountain Mother, " Household , 36 : 55 (May 1936) 
11 Mount a i n people , " Scribner s M.a~azine , 102: 46- 47 
"Mule friends," Progress ive Farmer , 55:16 
11 Muley Williams," Poetry Chap Book , 1:110 
"My bride forever," Ladies• Home J ournal, 62:52 
"My house, 11 Kentucky Folklore and Poetry Magazine , 5: 8- 9 
"My land is fair f or any eyes t o see , 11 ~for poetry,pp.466-7 
"My mountain home ," Sonnet Seauences, 2:74 
"New life, 11 Household , 47:19 
"Nig," Echo, p. 1 
"Night of all nights , 11 Lad ies' Home Journal, 61:70(Sept.1944) 
"Night song ," .fu!.lJ. State Teachers College Forum, 1:28 
"No one has sung for us, 11 Harpers, 175:167 
"North-east Kentucky, 11 Kentucky Folklore fill9.. Poetry Magazine ,4 :14-5 
"Not love has fled, 11 Household , 40 : 15 
"An oak is an oak , 11 Esauire , 44:24 
"October love ," Ladies ' Home Journal , 69 : 9 
"October's voice ," Southwest Review, 60 :298 
"Old Christma s," Saturday Review .Q.f. Li t erature , 19: 8 · 
"Once on a sol itary walk ," Lyr ic, 35: 69 
"One body," Georgia Revi ew , 9:282 
"Our heritage , 11 The Packet , 10: 20-21 
"Pete Walker ," Voi ces, no. 105:6 
"Pine-scented wi nd and cloud and elbow room, "Progres.sive Farmer ,60 :31 
"Pioneers," Saturd ay Review of Literature , 11:562 
11 Pity me not ," Mountain Herald , 30:24 
nPlaythings of the wind ," The Blue and the Gray,p.7 
"Poem ," Profile , 7: 2 (V.Jinter 1945-1946 ) 
"Poem for my daughter , 11 Commonweal, 39:30-31 
"Poetic urge," Hi-Power New s, Nov. 1946 
"Prayer for my father ," Pr ogr essive Farmer ,68 :112 
"Prolific dirt ," Esauire , 44:24 (Aug. 1955) 
"Raindr ops," Lyr i c , 38 :13 (Wi nt er 1958) 
"Red Rain," New Reirnbl i c , 80 : 215 
"Reply," Pal isade , 1 :64 (Wi nter 1942 ) 
"Requiem f or a playboy ," Echo, p. 1 (Spr i ng 1931) 
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"Ridley Donnel l , 11 Poetry, 53: 57 
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11 Sleep, 11 Sonnet Se quences , 2:163 
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"A song for Naomi," Progre ssive Farmer, 66:66 
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"Song to the hills," Southwest Revi ew , 28:30 
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"Summer corn;" Pr ogressive Farmer , 51 : 39 
"Su.mmer has f aded ," Ladies ' Home Journal , 67: 130 
"A summer song of farm men , 11 Pr ogress i ve Farmer , 51: 45 
"Tennessee farmer," Twilight Magazine , 1:7 
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"These alien skies," Ladies ' Hom.e Journal , 61 : 76 
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,,: APPENDIX E 
THE AMERICAN DIALECT SOCIETY1~S1 f; 
A METHOD FOR COLLECTI NG DIALECT 
VERB FORMS 
Buy: 
"Have you your grocer i es? ' 
bought/boughten/buyed/ 
"Yes, I 
bought/buyed / 
them an hour ago." 
fult.: 
11What could you have that made you so sick?" 
eaten/ate/eat/et/ 
11 I think I too many green apples!" 
ate/et/eat / 
Drink: 
11 Have you ___ _ al l your coffee?" 
drunk/drank/ 
1
'When I was younger , I 
drank/drunk/drinked/ 
----five cups of coffee a day. 11 
Knit: 
"When we were young , she al l our socks." 
knitted/knit/ 
"She has al so sweaters and mittens ." 
knit/ knitted/ 
Heat: 
"This room i s 
heated/het/ 
-----by the furnace." 
11 Years ago t.hey ------
heated/bet/ 
i t with a stove ." 
79 
Rise: 
"The room was warm, so the dough----- quickly." 
raised/rose/rised/ 
"When it had __ ...,..... ____ enough, she put it in the oven." 
raised/rose/ risen/rised/ 
Give: 
"She me a loaf of her homemade bread." 
gave/give/guv/ 
-----
11 I wish she had 
given/gave/give/guv/ 
me some cookies too." 
Hang : 
11 He----- his coat on my hook." 
bung/hanged/ 
"It has 
hung/hanged/ 
there f or two days." 
Ask: 
"He won' t tel l me even though I've 
asks/asked/ask/ 
Climb : 
____ him many time s." 
80 
"The kitten 
-----
the apple tree and cou1an 1 t get down." 
climbed/clam/clim/ 
ii It has never trees before ." 
climbed/cli m/clam/clum/ 
Cat ch: 
"Last night "We three mice." 
caught/catched/ketched/ 
"That make s five we've this week." 
9aught/catched/ 
Bi te : 
''He was ______ by the dog. 11 
bitten/bit/ 
"It wa s the black dog that 
bit /bitten/ 
hi m." 
Break : 
11 He 
broke/break/ 
his l eg last week. 11 
"That 's t he second time he has 
broke/br oken/ 
Bl ow: 
____ that l eg . 11 
81 
"The wind -----down three of my fruit t rees ye sterday . 11 
blew/blowed/ 
"It has down f i ve of them in the l ast s i x years . " 
blown/bl ew/blowed/ 
Fr eeze : 
"It was so cold he almost 
f r oze/fr i z/ 
t o death ." 
11 I f you had been out last night you would have 
frozen/froze/fr i z/ 
Bring : 
11 Have you the hammer and nails?" 
b r ought/brung/brang 
" Yes , and I a saw t oo . 11 
brought/brang/brung/ 
Come : 
"Yesterday her son 
come/came/ ---
home . 11 
" He should have 
----
days ago." 
come came/ 
Dr aw : 
"He the plan f or the school . 11 · 
d rew/drawed/ 
__ __,your ears ." 
"He has already _ __ _ the plan f or three other schools . 11 
d rawn/drew/drawed / 
Stretching out to rest : 
"He felt t i red so he 
laid/lay/li ed/ 
11 After he had 
lain/lay/lai d/l i ed/ 
- ----- down f or a while . " 
down a while , he felt better . " 
Ring: 
"When i t was time f or school the teacher 
rang/rung/ 
___ the bell. 11 
"Has the bell 
rung/rang/ 
____ ___, et?" 
Learn: 
"Even as a child, he 
learned/learnt/ 
fast. 11 
"He has always ------
learnt/learned/ 
quicker than the others . " 
Know: 
"When he was i n school, I 
knowed/knew/ ----
him well." 
""I've him f or many years ." 
knew/known/knowed/ 
Grow: 
"Last year he 
grew/growed/ 
"He has not 
grown/grew/growed/ 
Fight ; 
two i nches." 
so much this year ." 
"Bill 
fo\lght/fit/ 
hard, but Jack beat him ." 
"Bill has with every boy in school ." 
fought/foughten/fit/ 
Dive: about children diving i nto the water: 
" I 1 ve never 
dived/dove/ 
off that board . " 
"Well, yesterday I 
dove/dived/ 
off i t for the first time . " 
Drown: 
"The water is quite deep. Lots of people have 
drowned/drownded/ 
"Only last week a child 
d r ownded/dr owned/ ---
here." 
---
here ." 
82 
Ride: 
"vlhen he was a boy , he 
rode/r i d/ 
a horse ." 
"I' ve horses a ll my l ofe ." 
ridden/rode/ rid/ 
Run : 
".John was so scared he 
ran/run/ 
____ all the way home ." 
/ 
"He was out of breath because he bad 
ran/run/ 
Swim: 
---
a whole mile ." 
"They have ____ under the bridge for years . " 
swum/swam/ 
"When we were young we 
swam/swum/ 
there t oo." 
---
Throw: 
"John was off a horse ." 
tbr own/threw/ thr owed/thrun/trun/ 
"Last week the same horse 
threw/throwed/thrun/ 
Dream: 
his brother." 
"Last night I 
dreamed/dreamt/ 
I was going away . " 
11 I have that same thing often ." 
dreamed/dreamt/dremp/ 
Wake : 
"Last night I three times ." 
----
waked/ .::.::.=,up/woke/~up/ 
"I have every ni ght this week. " 
woken up/waked __/woke/ 
"I it agai n this morning . " 
did /done/ 
83 
"I guess I' ve 
done/did/ 
Writ e: 
that a thousand t i mes ." 
~Last ni ght she 
wrote/ writ/ ---
a letter to J ohn." 
"She has not 
written/wrote/writ/ ~----.-
Thrive : 
t o him for weeks." 
. 
.. 
84 
"Last year I tri ed growing waterme l ons and they really __ _ 
t hrived/throve/thr i v/ 
11 
"Peaches have never 
thriven/throve/thr iv/ 
here . 11 _,.... __ _ 
Wear : 
"He went dancing and ___ his new shoes . " "They were no 
good . 
wore/ 
He has ____ a hole in them already . " 
wore/worn/ 
Shrink: 
"My wool socks have 
shrunk/shrank/srunk/ 
so that I can 't wear them. 11 
"They t he first time they were washed ." 
shrank/shrunk/ 
Fit : 
"When I tri ed t he se shoes on they 
fit/f i tted/ 
----my fee t just r i ght ." 
"If they hadn ' t 
fit/fitted/ 
_____ , I wouldn ' t have got them." 
~egin : 
11 Has the auction ----- yet?" 
b egun/began/ 
"Yes , it -~--- an hour a go. 11 
b egan/begun/. 
Drive : 
~Last night John the car at seventy- five miles an hour. 11 
d r ove/driv/drived/ 
"I've never as fast as that . 11 
driven/drove/driv/ 
Take : 
11 He got hurt because he 
t ook/taken/tooked/tuck/ ----
85' 
a chance once t oo often . " 
"He would have been safe i f he had not 
taken/took/ 
___ so many chances . " 
Steal: 
11 He admi tted that he 
----- my money ." 
st ole/stold/ 
" He says it ' s the f irst t i me he has ever 
s t olen/stole/stold/ 
Plead : 
"He with me not t o leave him. " 
pleaded / pled/ 
"The judge claimed the prisoner had 
pleaded /pled/ 
Si t : 
_____ anything . 11 
not guilty . " 
"He di d noghing at all - he just 
s i t/set/sat/ 
there . " 
---
"He has 
sat/set/ 
in that chair all day long . " 
See : 
"He thought nobody was looking , but I __ _ 
s aw/seen/sawn/seed/ 
" I've him go in there many times ." 
seen/saw/sawn/seed/ 
Drag : 
"We this l og out of the woods . " 
dragged/drug/ 
"We must have 
dragged/drug/. 
Sweat : 
it half a mile . " 
him . '? 
"The horses while they were pulling that heavy l oad . " 
"They caught cold because they had too much and cooled off 
too fast." sweat/sweated/ 
' 
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